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This thesis focuses on Cu2+-based electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy and its application
in biophysics. First, we review the use of paramagnetic metal ions like Cu2+, to measure distance
constraints in protein by double electron electron resonance (DEER) spectroscopy. Although
lower sensitivity and orientational selectivity complicate data collection and analysis, the simple
sample preparation process and limited spatial flexibility makes Cu2+ an attractive probe.
We then use Cu2+ as spin probe to develop insights into the molecular determinants of
catalysis in type II restriction endonuclease EcoRI. We show that Cu2+ does not catalyze the
DNA cleavage by EcoRI. More strikingly, it inhibits the Mg2+-dependent DNA cleavage. We
perform X-band (~9.5 GHz) ESR spectroscopy as well as biochemical studies to understand the
functional difference between Cu2+ and Mg2+. These results reveal a hitherto unknown metal ion
binding site. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations reveal that the Cu2+-H114 coordination
disrupts a critical protein-DNA interaction, which is essential for catalysis. This structural
change may lead to inhibition of Mg2+-dependent cleavage. We also propose an electrostatic
basis for the positive cooperativity of Mg2+ binding to the EcoRI-DNA complex. Such
cooperativity helps EcoRI inactivate DNA by double-strand cuts instead of single-strand nicks.
Next, we use W-band (~95 GHz) ENDOR as well as X-band electron spin echo envelope
modulation (ESEEM) spectroscopy to further refine the Cu2+ coordination environment in the
EcoRI-DNA complex. The existence of equatorially coordinated water molecules is confirmed
by the ENDOR results. Simulations of the X-band ESEEM spectra at different magnetic fields
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indicate that the Cu2+-H114 coordination is similar in the two Cu2+ sites. However, the relative
orientation between the histidine imidazole ring and the Cu2+ center is possibly different.
Lastly, we apply Double Quantum Coherence (DQC) spectroscopy to measure the Cu2+Cu2+ distance in the EcoRI-DNA complex. The DQC signal has contributions from nuclear
hyperfine and quadrupole interactions. The effect of such interactions swamps the modulation
due to the electron-electron dipolar interactions and makes it difficult to measure the interspin
distance. We show a simple method to reduce these electron-nuclei interactions and resolve the
dipolar interaction between two Cu2+ centers with high sensitivity.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Electron Spin Resonance (ESR), also known as Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR), has
become an important biophysical tool to detect the structure and conformational dynamics of
molecules as well as the coordination environments of paramagnetic metal ions in proteins.1-15
One of the most important application of ESR spectroscopy involves the use of certain types of
spin labels to correlate conformational motions in proteins with their functions. ESR
spectroscopy has no limitation on the molecular size of analysis and does not require
crystallization of samples. At the same time, the spin labels used in ESR are small and therefore
only cause minimum perturbation.6,16 In this thesis, we apply Cu2+ as a spin probe to measure
protein structure and function by using different ESR techniques.
Specifically, in Chapter 2, we summarize the application of paramagnetic metal ions in
pulsed ESR distance distribution measurements. In Chapter 3, we use continuous-wave (CW)ESR and pulsed ESR methods, such as electron spin echo envelope modulation (ESEEM),
hyperfine sublevel correlation spectroscopy (HYSCORE), double electron-electron resonance
(DEER) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to identify the Cu2+ binding site and the
determinants of chemical reactivity in the restriction endonucleases EcoRI-DNA complex. In
Chapter 4, we apply high field ESR spectroscopy, electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR)
and ESEEM to clarify some details of the Cu2+ coordination environment in the EcoRI-DNA
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complex. Furthermore, in Chapter 5, we develop a simple double quantum coherence (DQC)
method to measure the Cu2+-based nanoscale distances in proteins.
Since the focus of this thesis is the clarification of Cu2+-coordination environment in a
protein-DNA complex as well as the application of Cu2+ as spin probe in ESR spectroscopy at Xband (9.5 GHz) and W-band (94 GHz), the following sections provide a general overview of the
Cu2+ complex in proteins, and the basic concepts of ESR techniques used in this thesis.

1.1

ESR INTERACTIONS IN A COPPER COMPLEX

There are three different types of Cu2+ sites in proteins, as shown in Figure 1-1. Figure 1-1a
shows the structure of type I Cu2+ complex, which has three ligands coordinated to Cu2+ in a
trigonal plane and another axially coordinated ligand Figure 1-1b shows the type II Cu2+
complex structure, which has four ligands equatorially bound to Cu2+. In addition, there may
exist up to two ligands, X5 and X6 as shown in Figure 1-1b, that axially coordinate to Cu2+
center. Figure 1-1c illustrates the structure of type III Cu2+ complex, which has binuclear centers
consisting of two Cu2+ ions connected by a ligand X1. Each Cu2+ coordinates to three histidine
residues. In proteins, atoms that bind to Cu2+ in these three types of complexes are generally
nitrogen, oxygen, and sometimes sulfur. Considering the focus of this thesis, the following
discussions are mainly based on the type II Cu2+ complex.
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Figure 1-1. Three different types of Cu2+ complexes in proteins. (a) Type I Cu2+ complex; (b)
Type II Cu2+ complex; (c) type II Cu2+ complex. X represents different ligands in the complex.
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The electron spin of Cu2+ interacts with the magnetic field and the surrounding nuclear
spins, such as the Cu2+ nucleus, 14N and 1H. The spin Hamiltonian is:
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The four terms in the equation are the electron Zeeman ( H ez ) interaction, the nuclear




Zeeman interaction ( H nz ), the electron-nuclear hyperfine interaction ( H hf ) and the nuclear


quadrupole interaction ( H nq ), respectively. In the equation, e is the Bohr magneton, n is the




nuclear magneton, B is the external magnetic field, g and g in are the g-tensor of electron spin


and the ith nuclear spin, Ai is the hyperfine tensor between electron spin and nuclear spin. Qi is

the nuclear quadrupole interaction. The nuclear quadrupole interaction only exists when the


nuclear spin  1/2. S and I i are the electron and nuclear spin angular momentum operators,

respectively.

1.2

CW-ESR SPECTRUM OF COPPER ION AT LOW TEMPERATURE

Figure 1-2 shows a representative coordination sphere of a type II Cu2+ complex in a
protein-DNA complex. One nitrogen from a histidine imidazole, two carboxylate oxygen from
glutamic acids and one oxygen from a water molecule form the equatorial coordination plane.
Two oxygens from water molecules axially coordinate to the Cu2+ center.
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Figure 1-2. Coordination sphere of a type II Cu2+ complex. One nitrogen from a histidine
imidazole, two carboxylate oxygens from glutamic acids and one oxygen from a water molecule
form the equatorial coordination plane, shown by the grey dashed line. Two water molecules
axially coordinate to the Cu2+ center. The directly Cu2+-coordinated atom is shown by the green
color. The non-coordinating atoms with I  0 are shown by the red color (1H and 14N).
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The hyperfine interaction between the electron spin and distant nuclei, such as 1H and
remote 14N (not directly coordinated to Cu2+, red color in Figure 1-2) usually has a magnitude of
less than 15 MHz. The nuclear quadrupole interactions of Cu2+ and

14

N nuclei are usually less

than 6 MHz. These interactions are too small to be resolved in the CW-ESR spectrum. The
nuclear Zeeman interaction of the Cu2+ nucleus has a magnitude of ~4 MHz, which is negligible
in the detection. The hyperfine interaction between the electron spin and directly coordinated 14N,
which has a magnitude ~40 MHz, may sometimes be resolved in the CW-ESR spectrum at Xband (9.5 GHz) (green color in Figure 1-2), especially at low frequencies. On the other hand, the
hyperfine interaction between electron spin and Cu2+ nuclei (magnitude ~450 MHz) is the major
interaction that can be detected in the CW-ESR. Therefore, the spin Hamiltonian in equation 1-1
can be simplified to:




 
H  H ez  H hf   e B  g  Sˆ  Sˆ  A  Iˆ

(1-2)


where A is the electron spin-Cu2+ nucleus hyperfine interaction tensor, Iˆ is the Cu2+ nuclear
spin angular momentum operator.
When the rotational motion of a molecule in solution is faster than the ESR timescale, the
anisotropy in the g and A-tensors are averaged out. Under this condition, with the high field
approximation, equation 1-2 can be re-written as:






H  H ez  H hf  g iso  e B0 Sˆ z  Aiso S z I z

(1-3)

In equation 1-3, the z axis is defined as the direction of the external magnetic field B0, as
shown in Figure 1-3. Ŝ z and Iˆz are the electron and Cu2+ nuclear spin angular momentum

operators along the z directions, respectively.
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Figure 1-3. The lab frame z-axis direction is defined as the direction of external magnetic field

B0. The molecular frame directions of a type II Cu2+ complex are defined by g-tensor
orientations. X represents different ligands in the complex.
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The giso and Aiso can be calculated by:
1
g iso  ( g xx  g yy  g zz )
3

(1-4)

1
Aiso  ( Axx  Ayy  Azz )
3

(1-5)

where gxx, gyy, gzz, Axx, Ayy and Azz describe the principal components of the g-tensor and Atensor, respectively. For a typical type II Cu2+ complex, gxx=gyy=g┴, with a typical value at ~2.06,
and gzz is denoted as g║, with a typical value at ~2.28. Likewise, Axx=Ayy= A┴, with a typical
value ~20 G, and Azz is denoted as A║, with a typical value ~160 G.17 Figure 1-3 shows the
orientation of the g-tensor frame, which is also defined as the molecular frame. The zz direction
of the molecular frame in the type II Cu2+ complex is perpendicular to equatorial coordination
plane. Usually the hyperfine tensor has the same principal axis as the g-tensor.18
For I=3/2 of Cu2+ (both naturally abundant isotopes 63Cu and 65Cu have the same nuclear
spin), the interaction between the electron spin and Cu2+ nucleus leads to four possible ESR
transitions in the CW-ESR spectrum as shown in the energy diagram in Figure 1-4.
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Figure 1-4 Cu2+ energy level diagram with isotropic g and A values. In the absence of an

external magnetic field (B0 = 0), the electron spin energy levels are degenerate. After applying a
magnetic field (B0  0), the electron Zeeman effect causes a splitting of the energy levels.
Because of the hyperfine interaction between the electron spin and Cu2+ nucleus, the energy
levels are further split. The allowed ESR transitions are shown by the vertical arrows in the
diagram.
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At low temperature, the rotational motion of the molecule is slower than the ESR time
scale. The g and hyperfine interaction A values become orientational dependent.
For the type II Cu2+ complex, the g and hyperfine A values at certain orientation are given
by positive square root of:19
g 2  g 2 sin 2   g II2 cos 2 

(1-6)

A 2  A2 sin 2   AII2 cos 2 

(1-7)

where  is the angle between external magnetic field B0 and the zz direction of the principal axis
system as shown in Figure 1-3. Clearly, when the orientation between the external magnetic field
and principal axis system is different, the g and A values are different. The difference in energy
between two ms manifolds depends on the g and A values (e.g. for ms = -1/2, mI = 3/2 and ms =
1/2, mI = 3/2, E = h = geB + 3A). Since in CW-ESR experiment the frequency  is kept
constant, the resonance magnetic field B changes when the g and hyperfine A values are different.
Based on this, the different relative orientations between the external magnetic field and the
molecule cause the resonance magnetic field to change. Therefore, the Cu2+ CW-ESR spectrum
at low temperature becomes the superposition of different splittings with different orientations.
Figure 1-5a shows a representative type II Cu2+ CW-ESR spectrum. The dashed and solid lines
indicate the splittings with different g and A values. Since gxx and gyy are identical in the type II
Cu2+ complex, any orientations in the equatorial coordination plane have the same g value. Thus
the CW spectrum intensity at the g┴ region is higher than the other regions.
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Figure 1-5. (a) Typical type II Cu2+ X-band CW-ESR spectrum at low temperature. The splitting

due to A║ and the magnetic field position corresponding to g║ are shown on the spectrum. The
dashed and dotted lines indicate the splittings when the external magnetic field is along the other
directions; (b) The range of A║ and g║ values for different equatorial coordinated atoms in the
type II Cu2+ complex. The plot is regenerated from ref. 20.
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Figure 1-5a shows the magnetic field position corresponding to the g║ value and the
splitting caused by the A║. The g║ and hyperfine A║ values obtained from the CW-ESR spectrum
can help identify some structural information of the type II Cu2+ complex. The hyperfine
interaction between electron spin and nuclear spin includes the isotropic or Fermi contact
interaction and the dipolar interaction:






H hf  H F  H dip
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(1-8)

where
aiso 

2 0
2
g e g n  e  n  0 ( 0)
3

(1-9)

0 is the permeability of vacuum,  is the reduced Planck constant, e is the Bohr magneton, n
is the nuclear magneton, ge and gn are the g-values of the electron spin and nuclear spin that are


2
coupled, r is the vector connecting the two spins.  0 (0) is the electron spin density at the
nucleus.
Based on equation (1-9), the Fermi contact is affected by the electron spin density at the
nucleus. In turn, this electron density is affected by the electronegativity of the equatorially
coordinated atoms. The increase of equatorially coordinated oxygen atoms leads to a decrease of
the magnitude of the Fermi contact because the electronagtivity of oxygen reduces the electron
spin density at the central Cu2+ ion. At the same time, the g-tensor of Cu2+ electron spin depends
on the spin-orbit coupling, which is also affected by the equatorially coordinated atoms.21
Peisach and Blumberg showed that the values of g║ and A║ were useful diagnostics of the number
of equatorial coordinated nitrogen, oxygen and sulfur atoms (Figure 1-5b).20
While the A║ and g║ values are useful, the overlap in multiple A║ and g║ values may
sometimes lead to ambiguities in assignments. Therefore, several echo-based pulsed ESR
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techniques have been developed to measure hyperfine and nuclear quadrupole couplings of
distant nuclei, which can provide detailed structural information on the identities of coordinating
ligands.

1.3

PULSED ESR TECHNIQUES TO INVESTIGATE ELECTRON SPIN COUPLED
NUCLEI

• Electron spin echo envelope modulation (ESEEM)
The ESEEM spectrum at X-band (~9.5 GHz) detects the hyperfine and quadrupole
interactions of nuclear spins that are within ~10 Å of the Cu2+ center,22,23 as shown by the atoms
highlighted by red in Figure 1-2. However, at X-band, directly coordinated atoms have hyperfine
values that are too large to be detected. Figure 1-6a presents the pulse sequence of three-pulse
ESEEM. A stimulated echo is generated after three /2 pulses. In the pulse sequence, the time
interval  between the first and second pulses is kept constant, and time delay T between the
second and third pulses is incremented.
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Figure 1-6. (a) Three-pulse ESEEM pulse sequence. (b) Energy diagram of a S=1/2 and I=1/2

system. The black arrows indicate the ESR transitions. The red arrows indicate the nuclear
transitions in two electron spin manifolds.
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The time domain signal of three-pulse ESEEM of a S = 1/2 and I = 1/2 system can be
expressed as following:

V3 p (t , T )  1 

k
1  cos  1  cos   T     1  cos    1  cos  T    (1-10)
4

where k is the modulation depth parameter,  and T are the separation among pulses shown in
Figure 1-6a.  and  are the two nuclear transition frequencies in the two electron spin
manifolds, as shown in Figure 1-6b. After Fourier transformation of the time domain data, we
can obtain the nuclear transition frequencies ( and ), which are given by:22,24

  [( I  A / 2) 2  B 2 / 4]1 / 2 ;    [( I  A / 2) 2  B 2 / 4]1 / 2
where A  Azz , B 

(1-11)

Azx2  Azy2 . Azz, Azx and Azy are hyperfine tensor elements.  I   I  B0

is the Larmor frequency of nucleus, where I is the gyromagnetic ratio, B0 is the external
magnetic field. These peaks help us to identify the type of nucleus that is coupled to the electron
spin. For example, the 1H provides ESEEM signal at ~14 MHz ( ).25
For an I > 1/2 nucleus, the existence of nuclear quadrupole interaction will similarly
provide some characteristic spectral lines in the ESEEM spectrum. Figure 1-7 shows a typical
14

N-ESEEM spectrum of a Cu2+-protein-DNA complex. There are three peaks at 0.60, 1.09 and

1.60 MHz as well as some broad peaks at approximately 4.0 MHz. The energy levels, shown in
the inset of Figure 1-7, indicates that the hyperfine interaction between the

14

N nucleus and

electron spin is comparable to the nuclear Zeeman interaction and cancel each other in one
electron spin manifold. Therefore, the nuclear quadrupole interactions (NQI) are observed in this
electron spin manifold.
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Figure 1-7. The ESEEM spectrum shows characteristic frequencies when Cu2+ coordinates to

the histidine imidazole ring.7 The red color labeled 14N atom provides these ESEEM signals. The
energy levels show the NQI and DQ transitions in the spectrum.
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The three transitions of the NQI as shown in Figure 1-7 inset are given by:26
2e 2 qQ
e 2 qQ(3   )
e 2 qQ(3   )
 
; 0 
;  
4h
4h
4h

(1-12)

where e is the electron charge, q is the electric gradient at the nuclear site, Q is the nuclear
quadrupole moment, η is the asymmetry parameter, h is Planck′s constant. The sum of the two
lower frequencies is equal to the highest one.
The broad peaks at ~ 4.0 MHz are from the double quantum (DQ) transition shown in the
inset of Figure 1-7. This DQ transition frequency is given by:27

 dq

A2
B 2 e 2 qQ(3   2 )
)
 2 ( I 

2
4
4h

(1-13)

These NQI and double quantum transitions can be used to characterize the local structure around
the Cu2+ center. For example, when Cu2+ coordinates to histidine, the remote

14

N nucleus

provides three NQI peaks below 2 MHz (at ~ 0.5 MHz, ~1.0 MHz and ~1.5 MHz) and a DQ
transition at ~4 MHz.28 If more than one histidine residues simultaneously coordinate to Cu2+
center, combination peaks might appear between 2 and 3.5 MHz.29 At the same time, as the
number of Cu2+-coordinated histidine residues increases, the relative intensity of the DQ peak
increases.30-33 When the protein backbone carbonyl oxygen coordinates to Cu2+, the interaction
between the nearest remote amide

14

N and Cu2+ generates the ESEEM signals at ~2 and 3

MHz.28 All these transitions in ESEEM spectra are fingerprints that help identify histidine
coordination or protein backbone interaction.23,27,28,30,32,34,35 Combined with spectral simulations,
the hyperfine coupling constants and the relative orientation between the Cu2+ center and remote
nuclei, such as 14N, can be estimated to provide detailed structural information.
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• Hyperfine sublevel correlation (HYSCORE)
From equation (1-10), it is clear that at certain  values, (1-cosωα) or (1-cosωβ) could be zero.
This may cause the peaks at ωβ or ωα not be observed in the ESEEM experiment, which is called
the blind-spot effect. To obtain a robust time domain data, we need to collect a series of data
with different  values. At the same time, some transitions of different nuclei in the ESEEM are
close to each other and may overlap in the spectrum. For example, the DQ transition of

14

N

shows a broad peak at ~4.0 MHz, may cover a range from 3 MHz to 5.5 MHz. The 31P nucleus
gives a ESEEM signal at ~5.5 MHz.36 These signals may not be resolvable in the ESEEM
spectrum, thus making it difficult to unambiguously identify the Cu2+ coordination environment.
The 2D experiment HYSCORE37 provides a useful alternative to resolve information which is
not easily obtained from 1D ESEEM experiments and also overcome the blind spot problem.
The pulse sequence of HYSCORE is shown in Figure 1-8a. Compared to the three-pulse
ESEEM, another  pulse is inserted in between the second and third /2 pulses. The interval t1
between the second /2 and  pulses as well as the interval between  and third /2 pulses are
independently incremented. The  pulse interchanges the nuclear coherence between two
electron spin manifolds. Thus, HYSCORE spectrum can identify the nuclear transitions in two
electron spin manifolds from the same nucleus. The HYSCORE spectrum usually contains
diagonal peaks as well as cross peaks. The cross peaks can provide further nuclear frequency
information and improve spectrum resolution, especially when nuclear peaks overlap in the 1D
experiment.
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Figure 1-8. (a) HYSCORE pulse sequence. (b) Cross peaks at (~1.5 MHz, ~4.0 MHz) provide

the evidence of Cu2+-imidazole interaction.
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For example, in HYSCORE spectrum, the 31P nucleus provides cross peaks at (~2 MHz,
~10 MHz) and a diagonal peak at ~5 MHz,36 while the

14

N nucleus from histidine imidazole

presents cross peaks at (~1.5 MHz, ~4 MHz). Figure 1-8b shows a typical HYSCORE spectrum
of the same Cu2+ sample as in Figure 1-7. The presence of the cross peaks at (~1.5 MHz, ~4
MHz) help identify the Cu2+-histidine coordination. The absence of the cross peaks at (~2 MHz,
~10 MHz) and the diagonal peak at ~5 MHz excludes the interaction between the Cu2+ center
and 31P nucleus. Combined with ESEEM, the structure around Cu2+, such as Cu2+-histidine and
Cu2+-backbone 14N coordination can be unambiguously identified.28

• Electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) spectrum
Apart from ESEEM and 2D HYSCORE techniques introduced in the previous section, electron
nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) spectroscopy is another technique that measures the
hyperfine interactions between the electron spin and nuclear spin. ENDOR can provide hyperfine
parameters with much higher precision than the other ESR techniques. This technique uses two
different frequencies in the experiment. A microwave frequency is used to monitor the electron
spin transitions, and a radio frequency is applied to change the electron spin population
difference between energy levels.

• Mechanism of ENDOR spectrum
Here, a simple S = 1/2 and I = 1/2 system is used to explain the mechanism of ENDOR
spectroscopy. Figure 1-6b shows this system when g and A are isotropic. Based on the selection
rule (ms = 1, and mI = 0), only two transitions occur in ESR spectroscopy between energy
levels 1 and 3 (a), and energy levels 2 and 4 (b). The amplitude of these two transitions is
proportional to the population difference among these energy levels. The transitions between
energy levels 1 and 2, as well as 3 and 4 are the nuclear transitions (ms = 0, and mI = 1). To
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simplify the discussion, we only consider the ESR transition between energy levels 1 and 3, as
well as the nuclear transition between energy levels 1 and 2. When the radio frequency radiation
induces the nuclear transition between energy levels 1 and 2, the electron spin populations in
levels 1 and 2 are equalized or reversed, which causes the population difference in energy levels
1 and 3 to change. Hence, the electron spin resonance signal a becomes dependent on the radio
frequency radiation.

CW-ENDOR
In CW-ENDOR, the ESR transition a in Figure 1-6b is saturated by a continuous microwave.
Simultaneously, a radio frequency (rf) radiation induces the nuclear transition between energy
levels 1 and 2. The intensity of ESR transition a is:38
E  1 /( 4  2

W
Wn
2 e)
We
Wn

(1-14)

where Wn and We are the relaxation rates between energy levels 1 and 2, and levels 1 and 3,
respectively. The ENDOR signal is recorded as a function of rf frequency. Based on this
equation, it is clear that the CW-ENDOR signal intensity depends on the relaxation properties of
the system in a critical way. This relaxation dependent property makes CW-ENDOR restricted to
a narrow temperature range.

Pulsed ENDOR
The pulsed ENDOR techniques are based on the electron spin echo (ESE) signal, which
is generated by microwave pulse. The radio frequency (rf) pulse, which generates the NMR
allowed transitions (ms = 0, and mI = 1; the transitions shown by the red arrow in Figure 16b), changes the electron spin population at different energy levels. Thus the intensity of the ESE
signal depends on the rf pulse frequency. The ENDOR signal is recorded as the amplitude of the
ESE signal change versus the rf pulse frequency. Compared to CW-ENDOR, the entire pulse
21

sequence in pulsed ENDOR technique is short enough to avoid the relaxation dependence.
Therefore, pulsed ENDOR can be utilized in a larger temperature range than the CW-ENDOR.
In the following section, details of two pulsed ENDOR techniques are discussed.
The microwave pulse sequence of Davies ENDOR and Mims ENDOR are shown in
Figure 1-9.38 As shown in Figure 1-10, the first microwave π pulse in Davies ENDOR inverts the
electron spin population between two energy levels, e.g. 1 and 3. After the first π pulse, a radio
frequency π pulse is applied to the system. The final ESR transition between energy levels 1 and
3 is detected by the two-microwave pulse sequence π/2-τ-π-τ-echo. When the radio frequency
pulse is on resonance with nuclear transition between energy levels 3 and 4, the electron spin
population of these two levels alters, and therefore, the echo intensity changes. When the rf pulse
is off resonance with nuclear transition between energy levels 3 and 4, there is no change in
electron spin population and the echo intensity does not change. The final ENDOR signal is
recorded as a function of the rf pulse frequency.
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Figure 1-9. (a) Davies ENDOR pulse sequence. All the time intervals are fixed. The rf pulse is

in between the first microwave  and /2 pulses; (b) Mims ENDOR pulse sequence. All the time
intervals are fixed. The rf pulse is in between the second and third microwave /2 pulses.
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Figure 1-10. Effect of pulses in the Davies ENDOR experiment. The first microwave  pulse

inverts the spin population in energy levels 1 and 3 (a). When the rf  pulse is on resonance of
the transition between energy levels 3 and 4 (b), the echo signal from the transfer between
energy levels 1 and 3 changes. When rf  pulse is off resonance (c), the echo signal from the
transfer between energy levels 1 and 3 will not change.

.
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In Mims ENDOR, both the ESR transitions (1 to 3 and 2 to 4) are excited by the mw
pulse. The rf pulse changes the value of mI, which in turn changes the local magnetic field of the
electron spin. Thus the electron spin Larmor processing frequency changes accordingly. The
frequency of this procession during the first and second τ period differs by a value of a. The echo
intensity detected is then proportional to:38

Sy = cos(aτ)

(1-15)

Based on this relationship, when aτ = 2πn, where n is an integer number, no ENDOR
signal can be detected. Thus Mims ENDOR exhibits a blind spot behavior: with certain τ values,
the ENDOR sensitivity is severely decreased. Thus, it requires collection of data at different τ
values to avoid this blind spot problem.
In Davies ENDOR, only one ESR transition is required to be excited by the mw pulse,
such as the transition between energy levels 1 and 3 shown in Figure 1-10. Under this condition,
the amplitude of the microwave pulse should be properly adjusted to avoid the excitation of the
second ESR transition. When the system has large hyperfine interactions, the difference in the
frequencies between the two ESR transitions (energy levels 1 to 3 and 2 to 4 in Figure 1-10) is
large. Accordingly, it is easier to excite only one ESR transition as compared with a system that
has small hyperfine interactions. Therefore, Davies ENDOR is useful for nuclei with relatively
large hyperfine interactions, such as 1H,

14

N. Compared to Davies ENDOR, Mims ENDOR is

more sensitive to weakly coupled nuclei with small hyperfine values (less than 2 MHz), such as
deuterium nucleus, since both ESR transitions need to be excited by microwave pulse.38.
With the nuclear Zeeman and hyperfine interaction information in ENDOR spectra, it is
possible to identify the nuclei that are coupled to the electron spin, such as 1H,

14

N and

31

P as

well as the spatial relationships between the coupled nuclei and electron spins. Combined with
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the solvent exchange (e.g. D2O exchange) technique, ENDOR results can be used to clarify the
source of 1H signals, such as the solvent exchangeable 1H. The details of this application of
ENDOR will be shown in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

1.4

HIGH FIELD ESR

Although X-band (~9.5 GHz) ESR spectroscopy can provide useful information for
identifying the Cu2+-coordination environment in molecules, W-band (~ 94 GHz) can provide
complementary information to help elucidate the structure around Cu2+.
There are several advantages of high field ESR spectroscopy. First, high field provides
higher spectral resolution. High field allows separation of paramagnetic centers with small g
value differences. As shown in Figure 1-11a, two Cu2+ components with different g║ values
(2.228 and 2.289) in the EcoRI-DNA complex are poorly resolved in the CW-ESR spectrum at
X-band (~9.5 GHz) (inset in Figure 1-11a). However, a much higher resolution of the two Cu2+
components is achieved at W-band (~94 GHz) (Figure 1-11a, black solid line).
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Figure 1-11. (a) First derivative of the W-band field-swept electron spin echo (FS-ESE)

spectrum of the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex. The two Cu2+ components with different gzz values
are completely resolved, shown here by the arrow. The inset shows the CW-ESR spectrum of the
same complex at X-band. The two components are poorly resolved as shown by the dotted red
rectangle. (b) Simulated X-band ENDOR spectrum of 14N (red dotted line) and 1H (black solid
line). The parameters for the simulation are:

14

N, the three hyperfine values are 32, 33, 42 MHz,

the three quadrupole values are 0.20, 0.68, -0.88 MHz; 1H, the three hyperfine values are -10.5, 10.5, 12 MHz. The gxx, gyy and gzz values for the simulation are 2.055, 2.055 and 2.289,
respectively. (c) Simulated W-band ENDOR spectrum of

14

N (red dotted line) and 1H (black

solid line). The parameters for the simulation are the same as in Figure 1-11b.
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At the same time, because of the significantly large nuclear Zeeman interaction at high
field, signals from different nuclei with non-zero spin are better resolved in ENDOR experiments.
For example, the ENDOR signals of 14N are between 10 MHz and 20 MHz at X-band, which is
also the range of 1H signals. A simulated 14N (black solid line) and 1H ENDOR (red dotted line)
signals at X-band is shown in Figure 1-11b. This overlap makes it difficult to distinguish the 14N
and 1H ENDOR signals. Figure 1-11c shows the ENDOR signals of 14N and 1H at W-band. The
1

H ENDOR signal is centered at ~140 MHz at W-band, while the 14N signal is still at ~20 MHz.

This frequency difference largely simplifies the signal collection and assignment procedures.
Second, small g-anisotropies can be easily determined. The wide spread ESR spectra allows for
the measurement of the orientation selective spectra detection. Third, in high electron spin
systems, high order effects that result in increased inhomogeneous broadening are significantly
reduced. Fourth, in pulsed ESR experiments at high field, the spectrometer dead time is
significantly reduced because the pulse ring down time constant is inversely proportional to the
spectrometer frequency.39

1.5

THE DISTANCE MEASUREMENT BY DOUBLE QUANTUM COHERENCE
(DQC)

Several pulsed ESR techniques have been widely utilized for long distance distribution
measurements, such as double electron-electron resonance (DEER)40-44 and double quantum
coherence (DQC).45,46 These experiments measure the distance-dependent dipolar interaction
between two spins. These ESR distance measurements are advantageous in providing structural
information of biological systems.
29

• Dipole-dipole coupling between two interacting spins
In a system with two interacting electron spins, the spin Hamiltonian is given by








H  H 1  H 2  H 12


(1-16)



where H 1 and H 2 are the spin Hamiltonian of each electron spin, which have the same
expression as in equation (1-1).
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(1-17)


where D is the dipolar coupling tensor between two electron spins, and J represents the




exchange interaction between these two spins. S 1 and S 2 are the electron spin angular
momentum operators of the first and second spins. When the distance between the two electron
spins is longer than 12 Å, this exchange interaction can be neglected.47 Equation (1-17) can then
be simplified as:
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here 0 is the permeability of vacuum,  is the reduced Planck constant, e is the Bohr magneton,

g1 and g2 are the isotropic g-values of the first and second electron spins that are coupled, r12 is

the vector connecting the two electron spins. When the experiments are done at low temperature
and with the high field approximation, equation (1-18) can be further simplified as:


H 12 

0
g1 g 2  e2 Sˆ1z Sˆ 2 z (1  3 cos 2  )
4r123

(1-19)

where  is the angle between the external magnetic field and the interspin vector as shown in
Figure 1-12.
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Figure 1-12. The orientation of interspin vector r12 with respect to the external magnetic field B0.

The molecular frame of the two spin centers are shown as PAS1 and PAS2.
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In this thesis, we used the DQC technique to measure the Cu2+-Cu2+ distance distribution
in the EcoRI-DNA complex.

• Double quantum coherence (DQC)
Double quantum coherence is a pulsed ESR technique applied for distance measurements
between two electron spin centers separated by up to 80 Å.45,46 Compared to the commonly used
DEER, DQC does not require a second frequency to excite the electron spins and can provide
higher signal-to-noise ratio per shot.
The six-pulse DQC-ESR pulse sequence is shown in Figure 1-13, with a π/2-tp-π–tp-π/2t1-π-t1-π/2-tm-π-tm-echo sequence. The DQC pulse sequence excites the double quantum
coherence that relates to the dipolar interaction of a spin pair. Figure 1-13 also shows the
corresponding coherence pathways to form the echo. The final DQC signal with non-selective
pulses is given by:48,49

V (t p , t m )  sin(21, 2 t p ) sin(21, 2 t m )
where 1, 2 

(1-20)

0
g1 g 2  e2 (1  3 cos 2  )  2 J .
3
4r12

A 256-step phase cycling is required in the DQC experiment to selectively measure the
proper signal.48,49
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Figure 1-13. Pulse sequence of DQC and associated relevant coherence pathways.
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2.0

PARAMAGNETIC METAL IONS IN PULSED ESR DISTANCE DISTRIBUTION
MEASUREMENTS

This work, written in collaboration with Sharon Ruthstein and Sunil Saxena, has been accepted
for publication in Accounts of Chemical research.

2.1

INTRODUCTION

Advances in measuring interspin distance distributions using pulsed electron spin
resonance (ESR) have added an important new tool in biophysical research. There are three
major pulsed ESR techniques for the distance distribution measurements with long-range
distance accessibility: relaxation rate based distance distribution measurements,50 double
quantum coherence (DQC),45,46 and double electron electron resonance (DEER) also known as
pulsed electron double resonance (PELDOR).40-44 Among these methods, the DEER/PELDOR
technique has become the most widely used approach. The prevalence of DEER is largely due to
the ease of implementation on commercial instruments, as well as due to the availability of
programs that can analyze experimental data to obtain distance distributions.51,52 However,
microwave pulses at two different frequencies are required in DEER experiments.40-44
Most DEER distance distribution measurements are based on the site-directed spinlabeling technique wherein a cysteine residue is chemically modified with the nitroxide
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methanethiosulfonate spin label (MTSSL).53 The application of site-directed spin-labeling and
DEER in biophysics and materials research has been extensively reviewed recently.3-6
Figure 2-1 shows the R1 side chain generated by the reaction between cysteine(s) and
MTSSL. The conformation of the side chain is defined by the dihedral angles of the five
rotatable bonds between the protein backbone and the nitroxide ring, denoted as 1 through 5.
One limitation of MTSSL is that the distance distributions are often dominated by the
conformational preferences of the R1 side chain. Numerous attempts have been made to account
for the spatial distribution of R1 in experimental distance distributions.54-61
As an alternative, researchers have begun to employ endogenously bound paramagnetic
metal ions as spin probes for ESR distance distribution measurements. Metal ions are involved in
a variety of important biological processes, including photosynthetic electron transfer,62,63
catalysis and gene regulation,64,65 metabolism of carbon, nitrogen and sulfur,66 hydrolysis of
amides and esters,67-69 and disease mechanisms.70-74 More than 30% of proteins require metal
ions for function.75 Utilizing these endogenously bound paramagnetic metal ions as probes for
ESR detection only causes minimal functional perturbation to molecules. Distance distributions
based on such endogenously bound metal ions may potentially be related to backbone
conformations with greater ease than MTSSL, which may simplify the interpretation of protein
structure.
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Figure 2-1. Structure of the R1 side chain. Five dihedral angles, 1-5 are needed to describe the

orientation of the side chain.
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Huber and co-authors presented the very first work in detecting the distance distribution
between two Cu2+ centers in the dimer azurin structure.76 Subsequently, other groups have used
Cu2+ as a spin probe to detect the conformation of linked porphyrins, polypeptides and
proteins.7,77-82 Iron-sulfur clusters have also been introduced as spin probes for structural
detection.83-85 To achieve high sensitivity, Gd3+ as well as Mn2+ have been used as spin probes
for high frequency DEER experiments.86-96 The Gd3+-based DEER distance method has been
reviewed recently.97

2.2

CHALLENGES OF USING CU2+ IN DEER EXPERIMENTS

Sensitivity: The pulses in DEER experiments on Cu2+ excite fewer spins when compared with
MTSSL, which leads to a reduction in sensitivity of the DEER signal. Figure 2-2a shows the
ESR absorption spectra of Cu2+ (red dotted line) and MTSSL (green solid line) at low
temperature. Because of the larger anisotropic values of g and hyperfine tensors, the ESR
absorption spectrum of Cu2+ is ~10 times broader than MTSSL at X-band (~9.5 GHz), as is
shown in Figure 2-2a. The blue dashed line in Figure 2-2a shows the typical coverage of a 36 ns
microwave pulse, which is typically used in DEER experiments. With the same pulse length,
significantly fewer spins can be excited in Cu2+ spectrum as compared with MTSSL.
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Figure 2-2. (a) ESR absorption spectra of Cu2+ (red dotted line) and MTSSL (green solid line).

The coverage of a 36 ns microwave pulse is shown in blue dashed line. (b) Cu2+-Cu2+ (red dotted
line)7 and R131R1-R131R1 DEER (green solid line)13 signals after baseline subtraction in the
EcoRI-DNA complex with 44 ns and 48 ns pump pulse, respectively.
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The DEER time domain signal can be expressed as:4,41,81,98
k


V (t )  1   P(r )    cos[ 3 (1  3 cos 2  )t ]  ( )ddr
r



(2-1)

where P(r) is the distance distribution and  is the angle between the interspin vector and the
external magnetic field, as shown in Figure 2-3a. k is a constant that is proportional to the
product of the g values of two spin centers, and r is the distance between two spins. In equation 1,

 is the modulation depth and () is the geometrical factor. The broad Cu2+ ESR absorption
spectrum at low temperature leads to a low modulation depth in DEER, as well as possible
complications from limited excitation of spins. These are discussed in the following sections.
Modulation depth: The modulation depth, , is the fraction of spins excited by the pump pulse,
which are also coupled to the spins that are excited by the observer pulse.99 The modulation
depth depends on the pump pulse length as well as the shape of the ESR absorption
spectrum.40,100 A small modulation depth causes a low signal-to-noise ratio in the time domain
data.101,102 Also it is disadvantageous in the discrimination of nuclear modulations. Figure 2-2b
shows the Cu2+-Cu2+ (red dotted line) and R131R1-R131R1 DEER time domain data (green solid
line) in the specific EcoRI-DNA complex. The Cu2+-Cu2+ DEER data with a shorter pump pulse
(44 ns) has a much smaller modulation depth (~2%) compared to the ~13% modulation depth of
R131R1-R131R1 with a longer pump pulse (48 ns).7,13 By using commercial available
microwave pulse forming unit to provide shorter pump pulses (e.g. 16 ns) and by choosing a
proper frequency offset to minimize nuclear modulation, data with modulation depth of ~12%
can be obtained on Cu2+ at X-band (9.5 GHz frequency).102
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Figure 2-3. (a) The diagram shows the orientation , of a vector connecting two interacting spins,

R, with respect to the external magnetic field B0. The relative orientation of the two spin centers
is defined by three angles ,  and . PAS1 and PAS2 denote the principle axis systems of the gtensors of the first and second spin, respectively; (b) Ideal geometrical factor (); (c)
Representative calculations of the geometrical factor () at three magnetic fields (B1 = 3342 G,
B2 = 3290 G and B3 = 3060G) shown in the inset. The simulations assume a small orientational
distribution (standard deviation of 2) between two Cu2+ centers. The pump pulse frequency is
92 MHz lower than the observer pulse frequency in these simulations; (d) Simulated DEER
signals at three magnetic fields with the geometrical factors as shown in panel c; (e) The
geometrical factor () at three magnetic fields as shown in Figure 3c inset (B1 = 3342 G, B2 =
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3290 G and B3 = 3060G) with a larger orientational distribution (standard deviation of 10); (f)
Simulated DEER signals at three magnetic fields with the geometrical factors shown in panel e.
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Interestingly, the six-pulse double quantum coherence (DQC)–based distance distribution
measurements have a small background signal,103 which allows for an easier extraction of the
dipolar interaction. On the other hand, the DQC signal has substantial contributions from
electron-nuclear interactions between the electron spin and neighboring 14N as well as 1H nuclear
spins that are present in the amino-acid coordination environment. These nuclear modulation
effects may swamp the modulation due to the electron-electron dipolar interactions and make it
difficult to measure the interspin distance distribution.
We recently presented a simple way to minimize these low-frequency nuclear peaks in
the DQC spectrum and resolve the dipolar interaction between two Cu2+ centers with high
sensitivity, by dividing two DQC signals with different pulse lengths.103 This simple DQC
method has a signal-to-noise ratio twice as high as DEER per shot. Further improvements in
Cu2+ based DQC can be made by the use of narrower pulse lengths and by manipulating the pulse
sequence to avoid acquisition of two DQC time domain signals. However, because of the
narrower pulse lengths in the experiments, the power of the microwave pulse required in DQC is
much higher than in the DEER experiment. Additionally, the 256-step phase cycling in the
experiment leads to a much longer data collection time. These factors limit the application of
DQC on commercial instruments.
Orientational selectivity effect: In Cu2+-based DEER, because of the broad absorption ESR
spectrum, a typical microwave pulse of ~36 ns can only excite a small portion of the  angles.
Both the electron-electron dipolar frequency [ωee=

k
(1-3cos2θ)] as well as the geometrical
3
r

factor, (), depend on the position of the microwave pulse. Hence, the DEER signals at
different external magnetic field positions might have different modulation periods and
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modulation

depths.

This

phenomenon

is

known

as

the

“orientational

selectivity”

effect.77,79,81,104,105
In MTSSL-based DEER, the interplay of the anisotropies of g and hyperfine tensors and
the flexibility of the R1 side chain typically randomize the relative orientation between the spin
labels. When a pump pulse (e.g. 36 ns) is applied at the maximum of the MTSSL absorption
spectrum, an ideal  excitation profile [i.e. geometrical factor ()] can be achieved as shown in
Figure 2-3b.79-81 In this case, the model-free Tikhonov regularization method has been developed
to analyze the time domain data and obtain accurate distance distributions.51,52
In Cu2+-based DEER, the signal may potentially depend on the relative orientation
between the two metal ions. For the case of Cu2+, the relative orientations between the two metal
ions can be defined by three angles ,  and  with certain orientational distribution, as shown in
Figure 2-3a. Simulations with a pump pulse of 36 ns, shown in Figure 2-3c, yield three different
geometrical factors at three different magnetic fields (B1 = 3342 G, B2 = 3290 G, and B3 = 3060
G). For these simulations, ,  and  angles are 60°, 60° and 0°, respectively. Each angle is
assumed to be Gaussian distributed with a standard deviation of 2°.
The simulated DEER time domain data shown in Figure 2-3d with geometrical factors
from Figure 2-3c shows that even with the same distance distribution, this partial selectivity can
potentially lead to different DEER signals77,79-81,104,105 at different external magnetic field
positions. Figure 2-3e shows that with the increase of the orientational distribution between two
Cu2+ centers, the geometrical factor () become broader and more  angles are excited.81
Accordingly, the time domain orientational selectivity effect is largely reduced as shown in
Figure 2-3f.
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DEER experiments on peptides and proteins show that the orientational selectivity effects
are small but detectable.7,81 The Cu2+-Cu2+ DEER data in the EcoRI-DNA complex are shown in
Figure 2-4a. The modulation periods changes by ~60 ns (~10% of the modulation period) at
different magnetic fields.7 Nevertheless, the data analyzed by using the model-free Tikhonov
regularization method gives distance distributions that have artifacts (shoulder peaks) and most
probable distances that differ by 1 to 3 Å (dashed lines shown in Figure 2-4b).81 A difference in
the width of the distance distributions may also be observed.81 If only the most probable
distances are needed and when the orientational selectivity effects are weak, the measured most
probable distances based on Tikhonov regularization method are still acceptable within 1 to 3 Å
error range.78,81 For a more accurate measurement, one needs to collect data at different magnetic
fields and frequency offsets and include the effects of orientational selectivity to analyze all the
data.81 As shown in Figure 2-4, a single distance distribution can fit the data when orientional
selectivity is included in the analysis.7 On smaller molecules, the data can also be analyzed based
on molecular dynamics simulations and DFT calculations.79,80,105 Strong suppression of
orientational selectivity can also be achieved by summing experimental traces collected at
different external magnetic fields (field averaging)106,107 or with different frequency offsets.108
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Figure 2-4. (a) Cu2+-Cu2+ DEER signal in the EcoRI-DNA complex at different magnetic fields

with the same frequency offset (100 MHz). The positions of the observer pulse are highlighted
on the absorption ESR spectrum shown on the inset. The normalized signals are offset in the yaxis in order to clearly indicate the modulation periods. The vertical dashed line indicates the
modulation period difference; the dashed line shows the simulations using the procedure
described in reference 81; (b) The distance distribution functions (dashed lines) obtained at
different external magnetic fields (3342 G, 3290 G and 3190 G) using the Tikhonov
regularization method; the Cu2+-Cu2+ distance distribution (solid line) obtained by accounting for
orientational selectivity.
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2.3

APPLICATIONS OF METAL ION-BASED DEER

Elucidation of protein-DNA interaction by Cu2+-based DEER: We have recently focused on the
use of ESR to examine the relationship between DNA sequence recognition and catalytic
specificity in a DNA-modifying enzyme. The EcoRI endonuclease, a 62 kDa homodimer,
recognizes the DNA site 5’-GAATTC-3’ and cleaves both DNA strands in the presence of the
catalytic cofactor Mg2+. Interestingly, the DNA cleavage rates are as much as 106–fold higher for
the GAATTC site than for sites with a different base pair sequence. Importantly, Cu2+ by itself
does not support DNA cleavage by EcoRI.109 Therefore, it is appropriate as a spin probe in this
protein-DNA system. Cu2+ based distance measurements thus provide an exciting route to probe
the structural and electrostatic effects that determine site specific catalysis in this class of
enzymes.
We utilized bound Cu2+ ions and site-directed spin-labeling to shed light on the Cu2+
interaction with EcoRI. X-band pulsed techniques like electron spin echo envelope modulation
(ESEEM) spectroscopy and hyperfine sub-level corelation (HYSCORE) spectroscopy results
established that Cu2+ ions coordinate to a histidine in EcoRI. There are 5 histidine residues in
each EcoRI monomer (H31, H114, H147, H162, H225). We obtained Cu2+-Cu2+ (on wild type
EcoRI) and Cu2+-S180R1 distances using DEER-ESR to identify the Cu2+-coordinated histidine.
Interestingly, more than one complete modulation period was observed for the Cu2+-Cu2+ DEER
data (Figure 2-4a). This observation indicates that the endogenously bound Cu2+ in the EcoRIDNA complex provides a relatively fixed reference point for the distance measurements. This
may be an advantage when two close distance distributions need to be resolved.
A single, most probable Cu2+-Cu2+ distance distribution of 35 Å was observed with a
standard deviation of 1 Å. Cu2+-S180R1 distance measurements yielded two most probable
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distances at 22 Å and 42 Å with standard deviations of 2 Å and 3 Å, respectively. These
distances were similar to the H114 N-H114 N distance (red solid line in Figure 2-5a) as well as
H114 N-S180 C intra- (green dotted line in Figure 2-5a) and intermonomer ( blue dashed line
in Figure 2-5a) distances from the metal free EcoRI-DNA crystal structure.110 The distance
distributions from ESR experiments were uniquely consistent with Cu2+ binding to H114. This
was strongly supported by biochemical studies, which showed that the mutant H114Y-DNA
complex binds Cu2+ with 1600-fold lower affinity than the wild type EcoRI-DNA complex.
Unexpectedly, we found that Cu2+ is a powerful inhibitor of EcoRI catalysis; 100 µM
Cu2+ completely inhibits cleavage by wild type EcoRI. On the other hand, even at 200 µM, Cu2+
does not inhibit H114Y-catalyzed DNA cleavage in the presence of Mg2+. This data further
supports our conclusion that Cu2+ binds to H114 rather than the negative charge cluster (E111,
D91, GpAATTC) that coordinates to Mg2+.
An earlier model from Jen-Jacobson’s group suggests that sequence-dependent DNA
distortion has a critical function in EcoRI catalysis.111 As shown in Figure 2-5b, the Mg2+-bound
water (Wa) that makes the nucleophilic attack on the scissile phosphate is precisely positioned by
H-bonding to another water (named Wc). The Wc water is held in turn by H-bonding to both
H114-N as well as to a phosphoryl oxygen of the phosphate GApATTC, one step downstream
from the scissile phoshate.
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Figure 2-5. (a) The H114 N–H114 N (red solid line) as well as intra (green dotted line) and

intermonomer (blue dashed line) S180 C-H114 N distances from crystal structure of metal-free
EcoRI-DNA complex (PDB ID 1CKQ);110 (b) The local structure of the EcoRI-DNA complex
with only Mg2+; (c) The local structure of the EcoRI-DNA complex with both Mg2+ and Cu2+.
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This water network is only possible when EcoRI-induced DNA distortion creates a
unique configuration, which brings the two phosphates into an unusual spatial relationship.
Detailed MD simulations with explicit solvent showed that H114 is ~4 Å from its normal
position in the presence of Cu2+ as shown in Figure 2-5c. Lacking interaction with H114, the
GApA phosphate moves to where it cannot support the water network that is crucial for the DNA
cleavage. The overall picture is that the conformation essential for catalysis no longer exists in
the presence of Cu2+.
Selective measurement of Cu2+-Cu2+ distances in a multi-copper binding protein: Recently,
MacMillan and co-workers applied a new DEER technique to selectively measure Cu2+-Cu2+
distance distributions in nitrite reductase from Achromobacter xylosoxidans (AxNiR).82 Each
monomer in this homotrimeric protein contains two different types of Cu2+-sites. The presence of
six Cu2+ in the protein leads to overlapping distances that are not completely resolved in the
DEER experiment. The authors were able to selectively measure distances between Cu2+-ions in
one of the two sites by exploiting the differences in spin-lattice relaxation times. In this approach
an inversion recovery filter was used before the DEER sequence to suppress the signal from one
of the two Cu2+-site at a time.82
The application of other metal ions in DEER experiments: High-quality DEER data using Gd3+
as a spin probe have been observed at high magnetic fields.86-95 Gd3+ is a S = 7/2 ion with an
isotropic g-factor. Several characters of Gd3+ make it a candidate for the DEER distance
distribution measurements at high fields.55 First, with the increase of frequency, the central
transition  1 / 2  1 / 2 narrows. Therefore, the sensitivity of Gd3+ in ESR increases with
increasing of frequency. Second, because of the large zero-field-splitting distribution, the central
transition can be considered effectively isotropic and Gd3+ abolishes the orientational selectivity
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effect at high magnetic fields. Thus, Gd3+-based DEER allows the determination of precise
distance distributions from DEER time domain traces by using the model-free Tikhonov
regularization. The collection of a series of data at different external magnetic fields or with
different frequency offsets is therefore not needed.112 Furthermore, the use of cysteine-specific
Gd3+ labels allows the application of Gd3+-based DEER to any protein.97 The Cu2+-based DEER
method can be similarly generalized by the use of EDTA-Cu2+ labels that can be incorporated
into proteins through a disulphide linkage on cysteines.113 Similar to Gd3+, Mn2+ also displays an
intense and relatively narrow center transition at high fields. On the other hand, the reduced
toxicity of Mn2+ compared with Gd3+ makes the Mn2+-based distance distribution measurements
even more attractive at high fields.96 There are also reports of DEER distance distribution
measurements by using iron-sulfur clusters.83 The electron spin delocalization over the cluster
causes the point-dipole approximation to break down, and the spin projection factors need to be
included to analyze data.84,85
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2.4

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this account, we presented the application of paramagnetic metal ion Cu2+ in DEER.
Although small modulation depth and orientational selectivity effects complicate the data
collection and analysis procedures, the simple sample preparation process and limited spatial
flexibility make Cu2+ an attractive probe for research. The application of Cu2+-based distance
measurements in the restriction endonuclease EcoRI-DNA complex illustrates the potential of
using Cu2+ to probe structural and electrostatic effects that determine site specific catalysis in this
class of enzymes. The development of methods that use other paramagnetic metal ions, for
example, Gd3+ and Mn2+, as spin probes for high field DEER experiments may overcome the
orientational selectivity effect from Cu2+-based DEER and extend the reach of pulsed ESR
distance distribution measurements.86,96
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3.0

ESR SPECTROSCOPY AND MD SIMULATIONS REVEAL A NEW DIVALENT
METAL ION BINDING SITE IN A PROTEIN-DNA COMPLEX

Part of this work, written in collaboration with Zhongyu Yang, Michael R. Kurpiewski, Jacque E.
Townsend, Preeti Mehta, Linda Jen-Jacobson and Sunil Saxena, has been published in Proc.
Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A., 2012, V.109, pages E993-E1000. Author contributions: L. J.-J. and S. S.
designed research; M. R. K., J. E. T. and P. M. performed sample preparation, equilibrium
binding studies, cleavage kinetics and isothermal titration calorimetry; Z. Y. performed the
distance measurements; M. J. performed the other ESR experiments, MD simulations and
electrostatic potential calculations. Z. Y., M. R. K. M. J., J. E. T., L. J.-J. and S. S. analyzed the
data.

3.1

INTTRODUCTION

Protein-DNA interactions are important in many essential biological processes, including gene
transcription, regulation and replication. Many of these processes involve the modification of
DNA. It is, therefore, interesting to elucidate the details of how DNA-modifying enzymes bind
to and catalyze DNA cleavage or repair, at specific positions. Type II restriction endonucleases
EcoRI is an exemplary system for answering this question.114,115 EcoRI is a 62 kDa homodimer.
It recognizes the DNA 5’-GAATTC-3’ site and binds to this site up to 90,000-fold better than the
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sites that differ by only one base pair.114,116 With the existence of divalent metal ion Mg2+,111,114
EcoRI cleaves both DNA strands at positions indicated by the arrows:

Importantly, the catalytic rate is as much as 106–fold higher for specific sites than for sites that
differ by one base pair.
The EcoRI homodimer, with its specific DNA site, contains two catalytic centers. In
contrast to some metallonucleases that use two Mg2+ per catalytic site, EcoRI is generally
considered to use only one Mg2+ at each catalytic center.110,117,118 In each center, one Mg2+
coordinates to the carboxylate sidechains of D91, E111 and the oxygen of scissile phosphate
GpAATTC.110,111 By using biochemical studies with chiral phosphate analogues and molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations, Kurpiewski et al. proposed a mechanism of the Mg2+-catalyzed
DNA cleavage by EcoRI.111
With different divalent metal ions, the catalytic rates for EcoRI vary according to the
series Mg2+ ≈ Mn2+ > Co2+ >> Zn2+ >> Cd2+ > Ni2+.109,117 Ca2+ cannot catalyze the cleavage. On
the other hand, it can inhibit the Mg2+-catalyzed cleavage by competing with Mg2+.111 Cu2+ has a
similar ionic radius (73 pm) compared to Mg2+ (72 pm).119 Interestingly, Cu2+ by itself, does not
support the DNA cleavage by EcoRI.109
Given the similar ionic radius and the same charge, why Cu2+ and Mg2+ behave
differently in the DNA catalysis is of interest. In this chapter, we combined ESR spectroscopy
with biochemical studies to identify the Cu2+ binding site in the EcoRI-DNA complex in order to
understand the functional difference between Cu2+ and Mg2+. Unexpectedly, we found that Cu2+
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profoundly inhibits the Mg2+-catalyzed cleavage. By using MD simulations to refine the local
protein-DNA structure in the presence of Cu2+, a possible inhibition mechanism is proposed.
This inhibition mechanism further confirmed the catalytic mechanism of the Mg2+-catalyzed
DNA cleavage proposed by Kurpiewski et al..111
In order to fulfill its biological function, EcoRI simultaneously cleaves both DNA strands
with the existence of Mg2+.111,117 A single-strand nicking of DNA can be rapidly repaired by
DNA ligases in vivo.120Another critical question, therefore, is how EcoRI inactivates the foreign
DNA by simultaneous double-strand cuts. This question is particularly intriguing because the
two catalytic sites are relatively distant (i.e. ~25 Å from each site). In order to answer this
question, we used MD simulations and electrostatic potential calculations to elucidate the genesis
for the long range interaction between the two catalytic centers. Based on the results, we propose
a mechanism of Mg2+-binding that enables double-strand cleavage. Taken together, all these
results shed light on the structural and electrostatic factors that affect the site-specific catalysis
by EcoRI.

3.2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

ESR experiments: All of the pulsed ESR experiments were performed on a Bruker Elexsys 580

spectrometer at 20 K. The continuous wave ESR experiments were performed at 80 K. A MS3
resonator was used in the continuous wave-ESR experiments. A MD5 resonator was used in all
the pulse experiments.
ESEEM experiment: The three-pulse ESEEM signal was collected by recording the stimulated

electron spin echo intensity as a function of T using the pulse sequence: (π/2)-τ-(π/2)-T-(π/2)-τ55

(stimulated echo), on the Cu2+-bound EcoRI–DNA complex. The duration of the (π/2) pulses
was 16 ns. The interpulse delay τ was fixed at 200 ns. The time interval T was incremented from
400 ns with a step size of 16 ns, for a total of 1024 points. A four step phase cycle was employed
to eliminate unwanted signals.121,122
Hyperfine sublevel correlation (HYSCORE) experiment: The HYSCORE signal was collected

by recording the electron spin echo intensity as a function of T1 and T2 using the pulse sequence:
(π/2)-τ-(π/2)-T1-(π)-T2-(π/2)-τ-(echo), on the Cu2+-bound EcoRI–DNA complex. The duration
of the (π/2) and (π) pulses was 16 ns and 32 ns, respectively. The interpulse delay τ was fixed at
140 ns. The time intervals T1 and T2 were incremented from 400 ns with a step size of 16 ns, for
a total of 512 points. A four-step phase cycling was employed to eliminate unwanted signals.
Molecular dynamics simulation: A highly refined EcoRI-DNA structure based on PDB code

1CKQ110 was used as the starting structure for all molecular dynamics simulations. Hydrogen
atoms were added onto the protein and DNA using psfgen in the NAMD program.123 The
CHARMM22/CMAP and CHARMM27 force field were used for the MD simulation.124-126 The
system was hydrated by TIP3P water molecules127 to 8 Å beyond any EcoRI-DNA complex
atoms. An explicit 0.22 M NaCl (80 Na+ and 80 Cl-) salt concentration was used for a periodic
water box with size of 90 × 92 × 73 Å. Additional Na+ ions (20 to 28, depending on the situation)
were added to neutralize the charge in the water box. The effective concentration of the EcoRIDNA was approximately 2.5 mM within the water box. SHAKE128 was used to restrain all bonds
(tolerance 0.000001 Å) and an Ewald129 cutoff of 10 Å was assigned. The positions of the added
hydrogens, water molecules and added salt were refined by energy minimization using a
conjugate gradient method. The system was then heated up to 300 K and equilibrated for 0.5 ns
with a time step of 1 fs in an isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble (1 atm; 300 K) using the
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Langevin piston method. During both minimization and equilibration, the protein backbone and
DNA were restrained.
After the equilibration, a molecular dynamics run was initiated (300 K) at the University
of Pittsburgh Center for Simulation and Modeling with a time step of 1 fs were performed in a
canonical (NVT) ensemble. All MD simulations were performed using the NAMD 2.7b3
program.130 Simulations were performed on EcoRI-TCGCGAATTCGCG complexes with (i) no
metal ions, (ii) one active site (either A or B) with Mg2+, (iii) both active sites A and B with
Mg2+, (iv) one subunit (either A or B) with Cu2+, (v) both subunits with Cu2+, (vi) both active
sites A and B filled with Mg2+, one Cu2+ added to one subunit (either A or B), (vii) both active
sites A and B filled with Mg2+, and a Cu2+ ion added to both subunits. Based on the previous
studies,111 Mg2+ was inserted in the center of an active site such that it was equidistant (2.8 Å)
from E111 (one of the carboxylate oxygens), D91 (one of the carboxylate oxygens), A112
(main-chain carbonyl) and the scissile phosphate GpAATTC (O1P). The Cu2+ ion was inserted
near the N (1.7 Å) of H114 in one subunit (either A or B) or both subunits.
Electrostatic potential calculations: Electrostatic potentials were calculated by using DelPhi

v.5.131,132 Input coordinate files for the DelPhi calculations were generated from snapshots of
multiple parallel molecular dynamics simulations (see above) of the EcoRI–DNA complex (i) in
the absence of Mg2+; (ii) with one Mg2+ added to either active site A or B; (iii) two Mg2+ added
to both active sites; (iv) both active sites A and B filled with Mg2+, and a Cu2+ ion added to one
subunit; (v) both active sites A and B filled with Mg2+, and a Cu2+ ion added to both subunits.
The region inside the volume enclosed by the molecular surface of the protein–DNA complex
was assigned a dielectric constant of 4.133 The surrounding solvent was treated as a continuum
with dielectric constant of 80.133 An ion exclusion layer of 2 Å was assigned to the surface of the
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macromolecules. A salt concentration of 0.145 M was used in the calculation. The first
calculation stage (Coulombic boundary conditions) used a scale of 2.0 grids/Å, with 35% fill of a
cubic lattice of 449 to 483 points per edge in various structures. The second calculation stage
(focusing boundary conditions) used a scale of 3.2 grids/Å, with 81% fill of a cubic lattice of 311
to 317 points per edge in various structures. The potential was considered to have converged
(after 3000 iterations) when its maximum value changed less than 0.00018 kT/e between
successive iterations. Calculated electrostatic potentials of the molecular surface were displayed
using the PyMOL program.134
Details of sample preparation, equilibrium binding studies, cleavage kinetics and
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) are given in reference 7.

3.3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ESEEM and HYSCORE indicate that Cu2+ coordinates to histidine residue(s) in the EcoRIDNA complex: The CW-spectrum from the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex is shown in Figure 3-1a.

There are two distinct components, and the best-fit simulated spectrum (black dotted lines,
Figure 3-1a) is obtained when the ratio of these two components is ~1:1. The g and A values are
within the range of type-II Cu2+ complexes,20 indicating that both Cu2+ components have four
equatorial ligands. The g and A values of the first component are consistent with either one, two
or three nitrogen ligands, with oxygens providing the remaining ligands in the equatorial plane.20
The second component has smaller g and A values, which are not consistent with any known
equatorial coordination structures of type II Cu2+ complexes.20 Based on MD simulation results
(see below), we propose that these anomalous g and A values may be attributed to some
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distortion in the planarity of the four equatorial ligands.135 Details of the differences between the
two Cu2+ components will be discussed later and in Chapter 4.
To further characterize the Cu2+ coordination, we obtained a three-pulse ESEEM
spectrum at a magnetic field that corresponds to the g region of the Cu2+ ESR spectrum. At this
magnetic field, both Cu2+ components contribute to the ESEEM signal. The ESEEM spectrum in
Figure 3-1b has two sharp peaks at ~0.60 MHz and ~1.60 MHz, and one broad shoulder peak at
~1.09 MHz. The sum of the two lower frequencies is close to the highest one, indicating that
they are mainly due to the nuclear quadrupole interactions of a weakly coupled 14N.23,27,136 Both
the quadrupole parameters derived from these frequencies (e2Qq/h ~1.73 MHz and  ~0.69)136
and the three peaks in the ESEEM spectrum are typical of remote, non-coordinated

14

N from a

histidine imidazole ring bound to Cu2+.23,27,28,30,32,34,35 Broad peaks at ~4.0 MHz are also resolved
as shown in Figure 3-1b. These peaks may arise from the double quantum transition of

14

N.27

Figure 3-1c shows the hyperfine sublevel correlation (HYSCORE) spectrum of the Cu2+-EcoRIDNA complex at the same magnetic field as ESEEM, which contains a cross-peak around (1.6
MHz, 4 MHz). This peak is due to the correlation between the

14

N NQI and double quantum

transitions for the noncoordinating nitrogen of histidine imidazole ring. This observation
supports the assignment that all the peaks at ~4.0 MHz in the ESEEM spectrum are from the
double quantum transition of the remote nitrogen atom of a coordinating histidine.28,32 The
diagonal peak at 14.3 MHz in the HYSCORE spectrum is from weakly coupled protons around
the Cu2+ electron spin. These protons may come from either the solvent or the protein/DNA.
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Figure 3-1. ESR data on the Cu2+ bound EcoRI–DNA complex. (A) The CW-ESR spectrum at

80 K (grey solid line) shows two components. The second component is clear in the magnified
section of the spectrum, which is shown in the inset. The simulated spectrum is shown by the
dark dotted line. The best-fit simulation was obtained with the following parameters: component
1: g = 2.289, A = 163 G, g = 2.06, A = 20 G and component 2: g = 2.228, A = 143 G, g =
2.06, A = 20 G. The relative ratio of the two components is ~1:1. (B) The three pulse ESEEM
spectrum at 20 K obtained at a magnetic field of 3369 G. The peaks between 0-2 MHz, indicated
by the trident, are assigned to the imidazole 14N from a histidine residue. The broad peaks at ~4.0
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MHz are assigned to the double quantum transition. The peak at ~ 14.3 MHz is assigned to the
proton ESEEM peak. (Inset) The Cu2+ coordination derived from the ESEEM results. (C)
HYSCORE spectrum of the Cu2+-bound EcoRI–DNA complex. A set of broad cross-peak
centered at ~4.0 MHz and ~1.6 MHz was observed. This peak appears from the correlation
between the 14N NQI and double quantum transition of the non-coordinating nitrogen atom of a
histidine. The diagonal peak at ~14.3 MHz is from weakly coupled 1H.
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Identification of the Cu2+ coordinated histidine residue(s) in the EcoRI-DNA complex: The

ESEEM and HYSCORE results both clearly indicate that Cu2+ coordinates to histidine residue(s)
in the EcoRI-DNA complex. There are five His residues in each subunit of EcoRI, at positions
31, 114, 147, 162 and 225. We employed a triangulation strategy based on the measurement of
distance distributions to identify the specific histidine residue(s) that binds to Cu2+ in the EcoRI–
DNA complex. All distance distributions were obtained by Dr. Zhongyu Yang.137
First, to narrow the possible Cu2+-coordinated histidine residue(s), we obtained Cu2+-Cu2+
distance distribution on wild type EcoRI-DNA by DEER-ESR and compared the result to the
metal free crystal structure. Figure 3-2a shows the Cu2+-Cu2+ DEER signal and the distance
distribution function. By fitting the time domain data, a single most probable Cu2+-Cu2+ distance
at ~35 Å, with a standard deviation of 1 Å was observed. When compared to the metal free
crystal structure, symmetrical binding at H31 (N-N 69 Å) and H147 (N-N 10 Å) are plainly
excluded. H114 N-H114 N (33 Å), H162 N-H162 N (32 Å) and H225 N-H225 N (28 Å)
remain as the only possibilities consistent with the DEER data. Binding to two histidines in the
same monomer of EcoRI is intrinsically unlikely because of the symmetric homodimer
structure.110
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Figure 3-2. (a) DEER data on wild type and Ser180Cys mutant EcoRI protein. Cu2+–Cu2+ and

Cu2+–nitroxide distance distributions are shown on the right. (b) The H114 N-H114 N distance
(red solid line), S180 C-H114 N intra (green dotted line) and inter monomer (blue dashed line)
distances from the crystal structure of metal free EcoRI-DNA complex (PDB ID 1CKQ).110 The
distances from ESR experiments, overlaid on the structure of EcoRI, are consistent with Cu2+
binding to H114.
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Second, to provide additional constraints for the triangulation, we mutated S180 to Cys,
and labeled it with a nitroxide methanethiolsulfonate spin label (MTSSL).13 Then we selectively
measured the Cu2+-nitroxide distance.137 Figure 3-2b shows that by fitting the time domain data,
two most probable distances at 22 Å and 42 Å, with standard deviation of 2 Å and 3 Å,
respectively, were observed. Compared to the crystal structure, these distances from DEER
experiments are uniquely consistent with Cu2+ binding to H114.
Mutation and Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) results prove the Cu2+-H114 coordination
from ESR spectroscopy: Figure 3-3 shows the dependence of protein-DNA binding affinity on

Cu2+ concentration and ITC titration of CuCl2 into sample cell containing EcoRI and DNA.
These data were collected by Dr. Linda Jen-Jacobson’s group.
Interestingly, Figure 3-3a shows that in the presence of Cu2+, the protein-DNA binding
affinity increases by ~8 fold. This increase in binding affinity can be attributed to the fact that
divalent metal ions can decrease the charge repulsion between protein and DNA.111,138,139 In the
H114Y mutant EcoRI, the stimulation by Cu2+ is almost completely abolished. The apparent
dissociation constant for Cu2+ in the H114Y EcoRI is 8 mM, while in the wild type EcoRI, the
apparent dissociation constant for Cu2+ is 5.1 ± 0.8 M. The large change in the apparent
dissociation constant of Cu2+ in the H114Y EcoRI confirms the Cu2+-H114 coordination found in
ESR spectroscopy.
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Figure 3-3. Interaction of Cu2+ with the EcoRI–DNA complex. (a) Cu2+ enhancement of EcoRI

binding to cognate duplex TCGCGAATTCGCG (recognition site underlined). Ratio of KA (plus
Cu2+) to KA (no Cu2+) is plotted for wild type EcoRI (empty circle) and H114Y (solid circle)
enzymes; data show means ± std. dev. for at least 3 determinations at each [CuCl2] or at least 6
determinations without Cu2+. For wild type EcoRI, KA,0 (no Cu2+) = 1.2(± 0.1)×109 M-1; KA,Cu2+
(max) = 9.3(± 0.3)×109 M-1. For the promiscuous H114Y that shows better binding affinity than
wild type EcoRI 140, KA,0 = 1.7 (± 0.1)×1010 M-1 and KA, Cu2+(max) = 7.3(± 2.1)×1010 M-1. Fit to
the Hill equation KA, Cu2+ = KA, Cu2+ (max) [Cu2+]n /(KD 0.5, Cu2+ + [Cu2+]n) gives Hill coefficient n
= 1.0 ± 0.15 and K D 0.5, Cu2+ = 5.1 ± 0.8 µM. Inset shows the hyperbolic binding isotherm of
wild type EcoRI for [Cu2+] from 0 to 100 µM. (b) Representative ITC titration of CuCl2 (1 mM)
into sample cell (15°C) containing EcoRI (9 µM) and DNA (20 µM). Top panel shows heat
signals obtained for 125 injections (2.5 µL each). Lower panel shows integrated heat signal
normalized to moles of Cu2+ injected (after subtraction of heats of dilution of Cu2+) per mole of
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EcoRI–DNA complex. The stoichiometry value n = 2.0 ± 0.3 and KD value of 14 ± 6 µM (means
± std. dev. of at least 3 determinations at 10°C, 15°C, 21°C) did not vary with temperature or
buffer identity (imidazole or TRIS; see Methods for buffer compositions).
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The single Cu2+-Cu2+ distance and only two Cu2+-nitroxide distances from DEER-ESR
suggest that only one Cu2+ binds to each EcoRI subunit. To confirm this conclusion, we
determined stoichiometry by calorimetric measurement of binding. Figure 3-3b shows the ITC
results by titrating Cu2+ into a solution of wild type EcoRI-DNA complex. The data showed a
stoichiometry of 2.0 ± 0.3 Cu2+ bound per EcoRI-DNA molecule. This result thus confirmed the
inference from ESR experiments that only one Cu2+ coordinates to each subunit of EcoRI dimer.
MD simulation suggests Cu2+ coordinates to N of H114 in the EcoRI–DNA complex: Based

on the triangulation procedure from the DEER experiment, we identified that H114 coordinates
to Cu2+. This is also strongly supported by biochemical studies, which show that the mutant
H114Y-DNA complex binds to Cu2+ with a 1600-fold lower affinity than the wild type EcoRIDNA complex.
There are two N atoms (N and N) in the histidine imidazole ring. Although both of the
two nitrogen atoms can be the candidate for the Cu2+ coordination, in a single histidine, N is
more likely to coordinate to Cu2+ than N is.141 Whether the N or N coordinates to Cu2+ in the
protein structure may depend on the particular local structure. In order to distinguish between N
or N coordination, we carried out a series of parallel MD simulations with Cu2+ ion added to
both subunits of the EcoRI–DNA complex near the N or N of H114.
Figure 3-4 shows the Cu2+-Cu2+ distance distributions constructed from 4  10 ns parallel
MD trajectories with Cu2+-H114 N coordination. These simulations yield a most probable Cu2+Cu2+ distance between 27 and 28 Å with a standard deviation ~0.4 Å.
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Figure 3-4. Comparison of the Cu2+-Cu2+ distance distribution from experiment (red)7 and MD

simulation (black) (Cu2+-N His114 coordination). Left panel: The local backbone RMSD
trajectories from different parallel MD simulations.
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Figure 3-5 shows the Cu2+-Cu2+ distance distributions constructed from 4  10 ns MD
simulations with Cu2+-H114 N coordination. These simulations shows a most probable Cu2+Cu2+ distance between 34 and 38 Å with a standard deviation ~0.5 Å. The local backbone root
mean square deviations (RMSD) of the Cu2+ binding sites and ~30 surrounding residues in all
these simulations are also shown in Figure 3-4 and 3-5. Compared to the Cu2+-Cu2+ distance
distribution (red solid line in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6) from DEER experiments, simulations
with Cu2+-N coordination provides a more consistent Cu2+-Cu2+ distance distribution.
Figure 3-6 shows the local coordination environment of Cu2+ from MD simulations (4 to
5 parallel simulations for Cu2+-N and N coordination with at least 2 ns MD run). Clearly, when
Cu2+ coordinates to H114 N, it interacts with the DNA phosphate GApATTC directly. When
Cu2+ coordinates to H114 N, it lies at ~10 Å away from the phosphate GApATTC. Previous
research showed that in the EcoRI-DNA complex, the competitive inhibitor Ca2+ interacts with
the DNA phosphate GpAATTC directly.111 The existence of Ca2+ increases the protein-DNA
equilibrium association constant (KA) as much as 380-fold, which is due to the large decrease in
negative charge repulsion between protein and nearby DNA phosphates.111 Compared to Ca2+,
the 8-fold increase in the protein-DNA binding affinity with the presence of Cu2+, as shown in
Figure 3-3a, suggests that Cu2+ should not have a direct interaction with the DNA backbone. All
these results suggest that Cu2+ coordinates to H114 N.
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Figure 3-5. Comparison of the Cu2+-Cu2+ distance distribution from experiment (red)7 and MD

simulation (black) (Cu2+-N His114 coordination). Left panel: The local backbone RMSD
trajectories from different parallel MD simulations.
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Figure 3-6. Cu2+ local coordination environment from series MD simulations. (a) Cu2+-H114 N

coordination. (b) Cu2+-H114 N coordination. Cu2+ interacts with the GApATTC directly when it
coordinates to N. Cu2+ lies at greater distance from the nearest DNA phosphate GApATTC
when it coordinates to N.
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With the insertion of Cu2+ into the EcoRI-DNA complex near H114 N position, MD
simulation with explicit solvent show that Cu2+ is coordinated to H114 N, carboxyl oxygen of
E170 and E245. The simulation results suggest that the transient rotation of the sidechain of
E170 and E245 allows both the carboxylate oxygens coordinate to Cu2+. This side chain rotation
can create the distortion in the planarity of the equatorial ligands and may cause the observation
of abnormal small A and g values of the second Cu2+ component in the CW-ESR spectrum.
Cu2+ inhibits Mg2+-dependent catalysis. Based on all the ESR spectroscopy and biochemical

experimental results, we found that Cu2+ binds to H114, a site distinct from that where Mg2+
binds.111 Figure 3-7 shows the cleavage rate constant detection results from Dr. Jen-Jacobson’s
group, which clearly indicate that Cu2+ is a powerful inhibitor of Mg2+-dependent DNA cleavage
by wild type EcoRI: 100 M Cu2+ completely inhibits catalysis by wild type EcoRI. In this
detection, molar excess of enzyme over DNA was used. Thus, Cu2+ must affect the chemical step
rather than the protein-DNA association or product release. Strikingly, in the H114Y mutant
EcoRI, even at 200 M, Cu2+ does not inhibit Mg2+-catalyzed cleavage. This result further
confirms our previous results that H114 is the Cu2+-coordination site. The inhibition behavior is
unexpected because Cu2+ does not bind directly to the catalytic site.
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Figure 3-7. Inhibition of EcoRI cleavage by Cu2+. Ratio of first order cleavage rate constant

kcleave(+Cu2+)/kcleave(no Cu2+) as a function of [CuCl2]. Wild type EcoRI cleavage reactions were
performed at Mg2+ concentrations 3 mM (upside down triangle), 4 mM (empty triangle), 6 mM
(empty square), and 8 mM (empty circle); His114Tyr reaction was at 8 mM (solid circle). Plots
for k1 (cleavage in top strand) and k2 (cleavage in bottom strand) were precisely superimposable.
For clarity, only k1 data are shown. Each point represents the mean of at least 3 determinations.
Error bars are too small to be seen at this scale.
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In order to understand the mechanism of Cu2+ inhibition, we carried out series MD
simulations of the EcoRI-DNA complex in the presence of Mg2+ in two active sites, with or
without Cu2+. Figure 3-8a shows the catalytic site structure from series of MD simulations with
only the existence of Mg2+ in the wild type EcoRI-DNA complex. In this local structure, H114
forms a hydrogen bond to the phosphate at GApATTC. This phosphate helps the orientation of a
water (named WC in Figure 3-8a), which hydrogen bonds to the Mg2+-bound water (WA) that
makes the nucleophilic attack on the scissile phosphate. Studies with chiral phosphate analogs111
implied that the precise positioning of the phosphoryl oxygen at GApA that participates in this
“water relay” (WC) structure is important for the cleavage. This configuration is thus an example
of what Bruice and Benkovic have termed a "near attack conformer".142
Figure 3-8b demonstrates the local structure from the detailed MD simulations with
explicit water molecules when one Cu2+ is inserted near N of H114 in the EcoRI•DNA•(Mg2+)2
complex. The H114 imidazole ring rotates to a position in which Cu2+ coordinates to H114-N,
E170 and E245, as shown in Figure 3-8b. Under this condition, H114 imidazole ring is ~4 Å
away from its normal position (in the case without Cu2+). This movement eliminates the
interaction between GApATTC and His114 N as well as the interaction between WC and H114
N, which helps the certain conformation of GApATTC and position of WC to support the water
network. Crucially, the water relay (WC) from the GApA to WA is no longer in stable form. From
series of parallel MD simulations, the occupancy of water at WC position drops from 98-100%,
with average residence time between 300 ps to 500 ps in the absence of Cu2+, to 20-40% and
with average residence time less than 100 ps in the presence of Cu2+. The overall picture is the
critical conformation ("near attack conformer") for catalysis no longer exists in the Cu2+containing EcoRI•DNA•(Mg2+)2 complex.
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Figure 3-8. Simulations of Cu2+-induced structural changes in the catalytic site of the EcoRI-

DNA complex. (a) In the complex without Cu2+, a water molecule, WA, coordinated to Mg2+
carries out the nucleophilic attack (shown by the white arrow) at the scissile phosphate
GpAATTC. This water is hydrogen-bonded to the stable “relay water” WC, which is precisely
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positioned by H-bonding to phosphate GApATTC, while H114-N H-bonds to the phosphate
GApATTC. The distance trajectory from the first 2 ns MD simulation of the distance between
H114-N and oxygen of GApATTC is shown in the inset. (b) With the coexistence of Mg2+ and
Cu2+, H114 and GApATTC assume completely different positions and there is no stable
equivalent of WC. The distance trajectory from the first 2 ns MD simulation of the distance
between H114-N and oxygen of GApATTC is shown in the inset.
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Cooperative Mg2+ interactions in the two catalytic sites. To fully understand Cu2+ effects in

catalysis, we reinvestigated the interaction of Mg2+ with the EcoRI-DNA complex. EcoRI is
generally considered to use only one Mg2+ in each catalytic site.110,117,118 Based on the crystal
structures110 and MD simulation results111, Mg2+ coordinates to one phosphoryl oxygen (O1P) at
the scissile GpAA, carboxylate oxygen from D91 and E111. The remaining phosphoryl oxygen
(O2P) at the scissile phosphate site hydrogen-bonds to the positively charged sidechains of K113
and R145. These hydrogen bonds stabilize the phosphorane transition state and/or the oxyanion
leaving group.111 Thus the side chains of K113 and R145 mimic the functional role of the second
metal ion proposed for many two-metal-ion phosphotransferase reactions, such as EcoRV, which
uses two Mg2+ at each catalytic site.
Figure 3-9 shows the dependence of the cleavage rate constants on Mg2+ concentration
(data collected and analyzed by Dr. Jen-Jacobson’s group). Fitting of the first order cleavage rate
constants to the Hill equation, kcleave = kmax[Mg2+]n/(KMg2++[Mg2+]n), yields values of Hill
coefficient n = 1.9 ± 0.1 and n = 1.8 ± 0.1 for cleavage of each of the two DNA strands. This
data implies positive cooperativity between the two Mg2+ binding sites which is ~20 Å away
from each other (n  1, positive cooperativity; n  1, negative cooperativity; n  1, no
cooperativity).
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a

b

Figure 3-9. Dependence of single-turnover cleavage rate constants on Mg2+ concentration. Y-

axis (kcleave) represents first order rate constants k1 (empty circle) or k2 (empty triangle) for
cleavage of the distinguishable top and bottom DNA strands (Materials & Methods). Data were
fit to the Hill equation (see text). (a) The apparent affinities for Mg2+ are K0.5,Mg2+ = 2.4 ± 0.1
mM for wild type, measured for both k1 and k2 and (b) K0.5,Mg2+ = 2.2 ± 0.2 mM for H114Y
enzyme. For wild type EcoRI, Hill coefficient n values were 1.9 ± 0.1 (k1) and 1.8 ± 0.1 (k2) and
for H114Y, n values were 2.0 ± 0.3 (k1) and 1.9 ± 0.3 (k2). Each point is the mean ± std. dev. of
at least 3 determinations.
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Mg2+ cooperativity reflects long-range electrostatic interactions In order to explain the

cooperativity behavior, we carried out a series of MD simulations of the EcoRI-DNA complex (i)
with one Mg2+ added to either catalytic site A or B; (ii) two Mg2+ added to both catalytic sites. In
previously MD studies,111 it had been observed that the existence of Mg2+ at the catalytic site
caused movements of the sidechains of residues D91, E111 and K113. The carboxyl side chains
of D91 and E111 rotate to coordinate to Mg2+ and K113-N moves to form a stable hydrogen
bond with O2P of scissile phosphate GpAATTC at ~2.7 Å (~5 Å away from O2P of GpAATTC
in metal free crystal structure).
Figure 3-10 shows the N-O2P distance trajectories. In the case without the existence of
Mg2+, the most probable distance between K113-N and O2P of GpAATTC in both catalytic
sites is ~4.3 Å as shown in Figure 3-10a. In the simulation with only one Mg2+ placed at one of
these two catalytic sites, we observed the expected movement of K113 sidechain at the Mg2+
exist site. The distance between K113-N and O2P of scissile phosphate GpAATTC is at ~2.7 Å
as shown in Figure 3-10b and c. Very interestingly, the distance trajectories shown in Figure 310b and c also indicate a similar movement of the K113 side chain in the Mg2+-free site. A
hydrogen bond interaction with the scissile phosphate GpAATTC was formed with a most
probable distance at ~2.7 Å, which suggests that the existence of the first Mg2+ may have certain
effects on the second catalytic site at a considerable distance ~20 Å.
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a

b

c

d

Figure 3-10. K113 N-O2P distance trajectories at two sites in the EcoRI-DNA complex. (a)

wild type EcoRI-DNA complex. (b) wild type EcoRI-DNA complex with one Mg2+ in active site
A. (c) wild type EcoRI-DNA complex with one Mg2+ in active site B. (d) wild type EcoRI-DNA
complex with two Mg2+ in both active sites.
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It has been shown that the surface electrostatic potential in macromolecules plays a
central role in a variety of biological processes.143-145 The electrostatic potential not only depends
on the locations of charged groups, but also on the shape of the molecular surface. The regions
with remarkable negative potential could potentially be defined as a significant metal ion binding
site.146 With the purpose of understanding the cooperativity between two catalytic sites, we used
the DelPhi program131,132 to calculate the surface electrostatic potentials of these non-Mg2+,
single-Mg2+ and double-Mg2+ EcoRI-DNA complexes. Different snap shots from MD simulation
were chosen to use as the input coordinates file for the calculations (see methods part).
Figure 3-11 shows the electrostatic potential of the protein-DNA molecule with and
without Mg2+. Not surprisingly, the site with the existence of Mg2+ has a more positive
electrostatic potential compared to the site with no Mg2+, since the Mg2+ neutralizes the negative
potential at its binding site. More strikingly, the calculation results shown in Figure 3-11b and c
clearly indicate that the potential over a large region surrounding the Mg2+-free active site ~20 Å
away from the site with Mg2+ becomes pronouncedly more negative than it was in the metal-free
complex (Figure 3-11a).
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b

d

Figure 3-11. Effect of Mg2+ in one of two catalytic centers of the EcoRI-DNA complex on

surface electrostatic potentials. Electrostatic potentials of structures from snapshots of MD
simulations were calculated with the DelPhi program, mapped to the molecular surfaces and
visualized in PyMOL for the complex without Mg2+ (a), with a Mg2+ inserted in only catalytic
site (b and c) and two Mg2+ inserted in each catalytic site (d). Electrostatic potentials are graded
continuously from red (-15 kT/e) to white (0 kT/e) to blue (+25 kT/e). Mg2+ is coordinated by
D91-OD1/OD2, E111-OE2, O1P-GpAATTC, the attacking nucleophilic water (not shown) and
A112-carbonyl and/or a transiently visiting water.
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At the Mg2+-free catalytic site (the Mg2+ binding position without existence of Mg2+) in
the EcoRI-DNA complex with one Mg2+ in the catalytic site A, the electrostatic potential
changes by about -20 kT/e compared to the case with no Mg2+ in the structure (Table 3-1). By
placing one Mg2+ in the opposite catalytic site, again the Mg2+-free catalytic site shows a more
negative electrostatic potential to nearly the same extent as Mg2+ in the other active site (Table 31). All these observations indicate that binding of the first Mg2+ in one catalytic site causes a
formation of a negative electrostatic “trap” in the other Mg2+-free site. This negative electrostatic
“trap” will enhance binding of the second Mg2+ and produce positive cooperativity in the EcoRIDNA complex, which is consistent with the experimental observations. This positive
cooperativity in Mg2+ binding would tend to promote double-strand DNA cleavage instead of
single strand cleavage, as required for restriction endonucleases to introduce double-strand
breaks into foreign DNA.

Table 3-1. Electrostatic potentials in simulated models of the EcoRI-DNA, EcoRI-DNA-(Mg2+)1

and EcoRI-DNA-(Mg2+)2 complexes
Mg2+ in Model

Potential at

Potential at

Site A (kT/e)

Site B (kT/e)

None

–18

–15

Site A

(Mg2+) -134

–34

Site B

–35

(Mg2+) -149

Both site

(Mg2+) -139

(Mg2+) -137
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These data are the means of electrostatic potential values calculated with the finitedifference Poisson-Boltzmann method (DelPhi v.5, see Materials and Methods) using multiple
snapshots from parallel MD simulations for each model. The potential is given at a “dummy
atom” position corresponding to that which would be occupied by Mg2+ if it were present,
measured from the alpha carbons of D91 and E111 and the O1P of the phosphate at GpAATTC.
The variation in calculated potential between parallel runs was 10%. Electrostatic potential
values did not change in focusing runs with different final resolution scales (2.0 grids∕Å or 3.2
grids∕Å).
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3.4

SUMMARY

X-band ESR results established that Cu2+ ions coordinate to H114 in EcoRI. This is strongly
supported by biochemical studies that the H114Y mutation abolished the effect of Cu2+ on both
DNA binding and cleavage. MD simulations suggest that upon Cu2+-binding at H114, the
position of the H114 side is altered. Consequently, critical protein-DNA interactions are
disrupted, which possibly leads to inhibition of catalysis. The Mg2+-dependence of EcoRI
catalysis shows positive cooperativity. Detailed MD and electrostatic potential calculations
suggest this cooperativity arises because the binding of Mg2+ at one catalytic site makes the
electrostatic potential at the other site more negative. This positive cooperativity helps ensure a
double strand DNA cut instead of single strand nicks.
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4.0

INSIGHTS INTO COPPER COORDINATION IN THE ECORI-DNA COMPLEX
BY ESR SPECTROSCOPY

This work, written in collaboration Linda Jen-Jacobson and Sunil Saxena, is in preparation for
submission.

4.1

INTRODUCTION

Restriction endonucleases, which are found in bacteria, digest foreign DNA to protect bacterial
cells from bacteriophage infection.147 Type II restriction endonucleases are of great interest
because they recognize a very specific DNA sequence and cleave the DNA at this sequence with
a very high specificity. As a type II restriction endonuclease, EcoRI is a 62 kDa homodimer. It
scans DNA with a scanning rate of ~7  106 bp/s,147 and recognizes and binds to a specific 5’GAATTC-3’ sequence of DNA.114,116 Upon binding Mg2+, EcoRI cleaves DNA at the scissile
phosphate site GpAATTC with an extremely high specificity.110,111,114 With one base pair
difference, the cleavage rate can decrease by as much as 106 fold.110,111,114
It is of significant interest to determine the number of metal ions involved in catalysis,
how the metal ions catalyze the cleavage and whether the binding of metal ions is cooperative, in
order to understand the role of metal ions in DNA cleavage by endonucleases.7,109-111,117,118 The
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EcoRI homodimer with its GAATTC DNA site has two catalytic centers.110,111 In each center,
one Mg2+ coordinates to carboxylate side chains of E111, D91 and the scissile phosphate of
GpAATTC.110,111 The catalytic rates of different divalent metal ions vary according to the
sequence Mg2+ ≈ Mn2+ > Co2+ >> Zn2+ >> Cd2+ > Ni2+.109,117 On the other hand, Ca2+ can act as
an inhibitor by competing with Mg2+.111 A possible Mg2+ catalytic mechanism has been proposed
based on stereospecific phosphate studies and molecular dynamics simulations.111 In this model,
a water relay between a downstream phosphate and the active site, distortion in the conformation
of DNA and certain interactions between EcoRI and DNA are critical factors that affect the
catalysis.111
Cu2+ does not catalyze the DNA cleavage by EcoRI. Remarkably, in previous work, we
found that Cu2+ profoundly inhibits the Mg2+-dependent catalysis. We previously used ESR
spectroscopy and Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations to clarify the functional difference
between Cu2+ and Mg2+, as well as the structural and electrostatic factors that affect the sitespecific catalysis in this enzyme.7 Based on a novel use of Cu2+-based distance constraints, we
identified that Cu2+ binds to H114 in the EcoRI-DNA complex.7 We proposed that this binding
disrupts critical protein-DNA interaction and also the water relay, leading to inhibition of Mg2+catalyzed cleavage.7 However, in that study, only Cu2+-H114 coordination was confirmed by
experimental results. The identity of other ligands was inferred from MD simulations. We also
found that Cu2+ binds to EcoRI in two distinct components with different gzz and Azz values.
Given the important role of Cu2+ in modulating the enzyme function, we examine the Cu2+
coordination in more detail in this work.
Herein we present the application of W-band Electron Nuclear Double Resonance
(ENDOR) spectroscopy, as well as X-band Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation (ESEEM)
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experiments to clarify further details of Cu2+-coordination in the EcoRI-DNA complex. W-band
ENDOR experiments provide the direct evidence of the existence of equatorially coordinated
water molecules. The possible structural similarity between the two Cu2+ components in this
protein-DNA complex is also discussed based on X-band ESEEM results.

4.2

METHODS

Enzyme expression and purification. The EcoRI protein was expressed from a maltose-binding

protein-EcoRI (MBP-EcoRI) fusion construct. Details for generation of the fusion gene and
expression of the fusion protein are given in supporting information of our previous research.7
The EcoRI protein was isolated, purified, and characterized as described in reference.148
Cu2+-EcoRI–DNA complex preparation. A solution of EcoRI (5 M) in the presence of fivefold

molar excess of TCGCGAATTCGCG was exchanged into 30 mM N-ethylmorpholine (NEM)
buffer, which contains 0.3 M NH4Cl, 10% dioxane, 30% deuterated glycerol (d8), 65% D2O (pH
8.0) and concentrated. The final concentrations of EcoRI and DNA were 380 M and 1.5 mM,
respectively. Isotopically enriched
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CuCl2 (Cambridge Isotope Labs, Inc) was added at a 4:1

molar ratio (Cu2+ : protein dimer). The sample was stored at -80°C and flash-frozen before each
ESR experiment.
Spectroscopic measurements. X-band ESR experiments were performed on a Bruker Elexsys

580 spectrometer. W-band ESR experiments were performed on a Bruker Elexsys 680
spectrometer. All the pulse experiments were performed at 20 K.
The X-band three pulse ESEEM signals were collected by recording the stimulated
electron spin echo intensity as a function of T using the pulse sequence π/2-τ-π/2-T-π/2-τ-echo.
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The π/2 pulse length was 16 ns. The interpulse delay τ varied at different magnetic fields in order
to suppress the 1H ESEEM signal. The τ values at different magnetic fields are: 166 ns at 2810 G,
154 ns at 3050 G, 152 ns at 3116 G, 148 ns at 3189 G and 140 ns at 3369 G. The initial T was
incremented from 400 ns with a stepsize of 16 ns, for a total of 1024 points. A four step phase
cycle was used to eliminate unwanted signals.121 The resulting time domain signals were baseline
subtracted by using a polynomial fit.
The Davies ENDOR experiments were performed using the pulse sequence 1-T-/2---echo with an rf pulse applied during T. The 1 pulse length was 256 ns, /2 pulse length was
16 ns and  pulse length was 32 ns, rf pulse length was 10 s. The interval T was 13 s,  was
600 ns. The Mims ENDOR experiment was performed using the pulse sequence /2--/2-T/2--echo with an rf pulse applied during T. For the Mims ENDOR experiments of Cu2+-EcoRIDNA sample in H2O, the length of the /2 pulse was 28 ns, and the rf was 25 s.  = 128 ns, T =
50 s. For the Mims ENDOR experiments of Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA sample in D2O, the length of the
/2 pulse was 16 ns, and the rf was 10 s.  = 200 ns, T = 13 s. The frequency scale of the 2H
Mims ENDOR spectra was multiplied by a factor 6.5144 (H/D) to allow a direct comparison
with the 1H ENDOR spectra. The frequency scale of the 1H ENDOR spectra is shown with
respect to the proton Larmor frequency, RF-L(1H).
ENDOR spectrum simulation. The ENDOR spectra were simulated by the GENDOR 50

program from Hoffman’s group, which is free of charge and can be downloaded at
http://chemgroups.northwestern.edu/hoffman/endor_files/simulationprograms.htm.
ESEEM simulations. For computation in the case of Cu2+–14N ESEEM signal, the Hamitonian

used to describe the system is:


 
Hˆ   B  g  Sˆ  g n  n B0 Iˆz  Sˆ  A  Iˆ  Iˆ  Q  Iˆ

(4-1)
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where  is Bohr magneton, Sˆ and Iˆ are the electron spin and nuclear spin operators, g , A and Q

are the g-tensor of electron, hyperfine tensor and nuclear quadrupole tensor. The relative
orientation of the g-tensor and external magnetic field was described by two angles  and . The
relative orientation of the principal axis system (PAS) of Cu2+ g-tensor and the Q-tensor, as well
as the orientation of the PAS of g-tensor and A-tensor were described by six Euler angles,
(1,1,1), (2,2,2) (Figure 4-1).
The variables to be optimized in the model are the hyperfine tensor A, the nuclear
quadrupole tensor Q, the Euler angles describing the orientation of the PAS of g-tensor and Atensor, as well as the orientation of the PAS of g-tensor and Q-tensor. The g-tensor is obtained
from the CW-ESR spectrum, and the nuclear quadrupole tensor can be estimated from the
ESEEM data.
The three NQI transitions of 14N in the ESEEM spectrum are given by:26
e 2 qQ(3   )
2e 2 qQ
e 2 qQ(3   )
 
; 0 
;  
4h
4h
4h

(4-2)

where e is the electron charge, q is the electric gradient at the nuclear site, Q is the nuclear
quadrupole moment, η is the asymmetry parameter, h is Planck′s constant. The three principal
components of the quadrupole Q tensor relate to the asymmetry parameter η and the quadrupole
coupling constant e2Qq/h: η=(Qx-Qy)/Qz, e2Qq/h=2I(2I-1)Qz, where I is the nuclear quantum
number. Therefore, the three Q-tensor principal values can be estimated from the X-band
ESEEM spectra directly.
The principal values of the A-tensor were estimated based on literature values.28,149,150
The robustness of the optimized variables was further tested by fitting ESEEM spectra at five
different external magnetic fields.
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Figure 4-1. The definition of the relative orientation between external magnetic field and PAS of

g-tensor, PAS of A-tensor and g-tensor, PAS of Q-tensor and g-tensor. The relative orientation
between external magnetic field and PAS of g-tensor is described by  and . The relative
orientations between the PAS of Q-tensor and g-tensor, as well as the PAS of A-tensor and gtensor are described by two sets of Euler angles (1,1,1) and (2,2,2), respectively.
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4.3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

W-band Field-Swept Electron Spin Echo (FS-ESE) Spectrum confirms the existence of the
two Cu2+ components. Figure 4-2a shows the W-band (~94 GHz) Field-Swept Electron Spin

Echo (FS-ESE) spectrum (black solid line) and the simulation result (black dashed line). Two
Cu2+ components with different gzz and Azz values were observed: component 1 (cp1) with gzz =
2.289, gxx = gyy = 2.055, Azz = 163 G; component 2 (cp2) with gzz = 2.227, gxx = 2.072, gyy =
2.035, Azz = 143 G. In order to clearly distinguish the two components, we also shows the first
derivative of the FS-ESE spectrum in Figure 4-2b. The W-band data showed a much higher
resolution than the X-band data.7 The Azz values of cp1 and cp2 are consistent with the results
observed at X-band (~9.5 GHz)7 and within the range of type II Cu2+ complex,17 indicating that
both components have four equatorially coordinated ligands. The unequal gxx and gyy values of
cp2 may be attributed to the distortion of the planarity of the equatorial coordinated ligands.7
Since the axially coordinated ligands have a small impact on the g-tensor,20 the difference of the
g-tensor principal values in the two components suggests either different types of equatorially
coordinated ligands or different bond lengths and angles among these ligands and Cu2+
center.20,21
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Figure 4-2. (a) The experimental (black solid line) and simulated (black dashed line) W-band

(~94 GHz) FS-ESE spectrum of the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex at 20 K; (b) The first derivative
of the W-band FS-ESE spectrum in (a). Experimental result is shown by the black solid line and
simulated result is shown by the black dashed line. The best-fit simulations were obtained with
the following parameters: component 1: gxx = gyy = 2.055, gzz= 2.289, Axx = Ayy = 20 G, Azz = 163
G and component 2: gxx = 2.072, gyy = 2.035, gzz = 2.227, Axx = Ayy = 20 G, Azz = 143 G. The
relative ratio of the two components is close to 1:1.
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W-band ENDOR spectra prove the existence of equatorial coordinated water molecule. Based

on extensive MD simulations, we had previously postulated that the N from H114, carboxylate
oxygen from E170 and E245, oxygen from a water molecule (We) form the equatorial
coordination plane in component 1, as shown in Figure 4-3a.7 On the other hand, we had
proposed that the N from H114, oxygens from two water molecules (We1 and We2) form an
equatorial coordination plane in component 2, as shown in Figure 4-3b.7 The two carboxylate
oxygens from E170 coordinate to Cu2+ at the same time. These two oxygens are not in the plane
formed by the other three ligands. This observation may explain the abnormal g-tensor of cp2 in
the EcoRI-DNA complex. Both proposed coordination environments have two axially
coordinated water molecules (Wa1 and Wa2).
In this work, we employ W-band ENDOR spectroscopy to prove the existence of the
equatorially and/or axially coordinated water molecules. First, we measured 1H ENDOR spectra
of the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex in H2O at different magnetic fields. Different types of 1H
atoms with different hyperfine values are observed. These hyperfine interactions give us
information on the distance between 1H atom and the Cu2+ center, which can help us identify the
possible origin of these 1H atoms in the protein-DNA complex. Second, we detected the 1H
ENDOR spectra of the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex exchanged with D2O. The decrease in the
intensity of ENDOR signals of solvent exchangeable protons helped in the assignment of peaks
observed in 1H ENDOR. Third, the existence of solvent exchangeable protons was confirmed by
the scaled up 2H ENDOR spectrum of the sample in D2O.
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Figure 4-3. a) and b) Two postulated Cu2+ coordination environments from MD simulations; c)

W-band 1H Davies (32610 G) and Mims ENDOR (30130 G and 29500 G) spectra in H2O and
corresponding simulation spectra (red dashed line). Five types of protons designated as H1 to H5
with different hyperfine interactions are observed. Inset is the W-band field-swept electron spin
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echo (FS-ESE) spectrum of the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex. The magnetic fields at which the
ENDOR data were collected are indicated by arrows in the inset.
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Figure 4-3c shows the W-band 1H Davies and Mims ENDOR obtained at three different
magnetic fields: 32625 G, 30130 G, 29500 G (shown by arrows inset) for the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA
complex in H2O.
At 32625 and 30130 G, both components contribute to the ENDOR signals. At 29500 G,
only cp1 contributes to the ENDOR signal. The two spectra at the higher magnetic fields consist
of a relatively broad doublet at ~5.3 MHz and splittings below ~2.5 MHz centered at the
proton Larmor frequency, L(1H). Because of the low signal-to-noise ratio at the lowest magnetic
field (29500 G), the relatively broad doublet at ~5.3 MHz is hard to identify.
Simulations of these 1H ENDOR spectra yielded five sets of hyperfine parameters as
shown in Table 4-1. These five sets of hyperfine parameters are designated as H1 to H5,
respectively, as shown in Figure 4-3b. The H5 signal can only be resolved at 29500 G because of
the broadening of signals at the other two magnetic fields. Given the low signal-to-noise ratio,
we do not further discuss the signals at 29500 G and 30130 G in the following sections. The
isotropic hyperfine coupling constant Aiso and anisotropic hyperfine coupling constant Tdip are
also shown in Table 4-1, which can be calculated based on the following relationship: Axx = Ayy
= Aiso - Tdip, and Azz = Aiso + 2Tdip.34
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Table 4-1. Hyperfine parameters of H1 to H5 obtained from the 1H Davies ENDOR spectra.

H1

H2

H3

H4

H5

Axx (MHz)

-10.5

-3.1

-2.3

-0.7

-1.5

Ayy (MHz)

-10.5

-3.1

-2.3

-0.7

-1.5

Azz (MHz)

12.5

5.2

3.5

1.0

2.2

Aiso (MHz)

-4.3

-1.0

-1.1

-0.13

-0.8

Tdip (MHz)

7.7

2.8

1.9

0.57

1.2

The hyperfine parameters of the strongly coupled H1 are in the expected range for the
interaction of Cu2+ with the protons of equatorially bound water molecule(s).151,152 Note that
equatorial waters in both sites proposed based on MD simulations (We, Figures 4-3a and b). The
hyperfine parameters of H2 and H3 are similar to the couplings of proton from water molecule(s)
axially coordinated to the copper center.28,151 However, protons from protein would also provide
hyperfine parameters close to H2 and H3. In order to unambiguously identify the origins of these
1

H ENDOR signals, 1H Davies ENDOR of the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex in D2O was

performed. Given the signal-to-noise ratio, we only performed 1H and 2H ENDOR experiments
at 32610 G.
Figure 4-4 shows that the broad doublet with the splitting at ~5.3 MHz disappears when
the complex is exchanged in D2O (blue solid line).
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Figure 4-4. 1H Davies ENDOR spectra of the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA sample in H2O (black solid line)

and D2O (blue solid line) at 32610 G. The simulated spectra are shown by the red dashed line.
The yellow solid line shows the scaled up 2H Mims ENDOR spectrum. The inset is the unscaled
2

H Mims ENDOR spectrum.
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This observation is unambiguously confirmed by the scaled up 2H Mims ENDOR
spectrum, which includes these missing peaks (Figure 4-4, orange solid line). These results
verify that the broad doublet with the splitting at ~5.3 MHz arises from the solvent
exchangeable protons. This observation explicitly validates the existence of the equatorial bound
water (We) in the Cu2+ coordination, since there are no other solvent exchangeable protons from
the protein close to the Cu2+ center to provide the hyperfine parameters of H1.
Simulation of the 1H ENDOR spectrum in D2O shows that the relative intensity of the H2
signal decreased by about 45%, and the H4 signal decreased by about 15%, as shown in Figure
4-4. This clearly indicates that both H2 and H4 contain solvent exchangeable as well as nonexchangeable protons. Based on the hyperfine interaction parameters of H2, the solvent
exchangeable H atoms that contribute to the H2 signal could originate from the axial coordinated
water (Wa) molecule(s). However, based on our X-band ESEEM results (see below), the
relatively strong interaction between H114 imidazole N and Cu2+ yields a Cu2+- H(N) distance
of ~3.3 Å. At this distance, the N-H could also be the same of the H2 peak. This proton is also
solvent exchangeable. Details will be discussed in the following section.
Using the point dipolar approximation, the distance between H4 and the Cu2+ center is
~5.2 Å. Thus we assign the exchangeable H4 signal to solvent water. The remaining nonexchangeable signal of H4 must be from the protein backbone. There is no alteration of the
relative intensity of the H3 and H5 signals, which indicates the H3 and H5 signals come from the
non-exchangeable protons of protein.
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X-band ESEEM spectra indicate that both Cu2+ components have similar Cu2+-histidine distance:
In order to obtain detailed structural information of the two Cu2+ components, we employed Xband three pulse ESEEM experiments at different magnetic fields. Based on X-band CW-ESR
spectrum,7 the relative ratio of the two components at different magnetic fields is different.
Figure 4-5 shows the ESEEM time domain data and spectrum (black solid line) at 2810 G, where
only cp1 contributes to the ESEEM signal. In the spectrum, two sharp peaks at ~0.67 MHz and
~1.5 MHz, a broad shoulder peak at ~ 1.0 MHz, as well as a broad peak at ~3.5 MHz were
observed. All these peaks are the characteristic transitions of the Cu2+ electron spin interacting
with the remote

14

N nucleus. The peaks below 2 MHz are the typical nuclear quadrupole

interaction (NQI) of the 14N of histidine imidazole.34,153-155 To obtain the detailed hyperfine and
quadrupole interaction information, we simulated the ESEEM spectrum as shown in Figure 4-5
(red dashed lines). The ESEEM data are best-fit with asymmetric parameter η=0.65  0.01, the
quadrupole coupling constant e2Qq/h=1.51  0.01 MHz, AN=[1.1,1.1,2.5]  0.1 MHz, (α1,β1,γ1)
= (90°,30°,30°)  5°, (α2,β2,γ2)=(30°,30°,35°)  5°, respectively. The

14

N-Cu2+ distance

estimated based on point dipolar approximation from the hyperfine parameters is ~2.4 Å.34 This
distance indicates a relatively strong interaction between Cu2+ and the remote
imidazole.
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14

N of histidine

Figure 4-5. The experimental (black solid line) and simulated (red dotted line) three pulse

ESEEM time domain data and spectrum of the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex at 2810G.
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We have shown that Cu2+ coordinates to H114 in the EcoRI-DNA complex.7 Due to the
overlap of the two Cu2+ components in the ESR spectrum, we cannot obtain the ESEEM signal
purely from Cu2+ cp2 at X-band. In order to get the detailed hyperfine and quadrupole
parameters of 14N of cp2, we collected ESEEM spectra at the four other magnetic fields, 3369 G,
3189 G, 3116 G and 3050 G, where both components contribute to the ESEEM signals. The
ESEEM signal at these fields can be expressed by: V=AV1+BV2, where V1 and V2 are the
ESEEM signals of Cu2+ cp1 and cp2, respectively. A and B are the relative ratios of the ESEEM
signal from the two Cu2+ components at a certain external magnetic field. The values of A and B
under different external magnetic fields can be estimated based on the CW-ESR spectrum at Xband.
Figures 4-6 a to h show the experimental ESEEM time domain data and spectra (black
solid line) at 3369 G, 3189 G, 3116 G and 3050 G. Simulation results are shown as red dashed
lines. These ESEEM spectra are best fit with following parameters for cp2: η = 0.73  0.01, the
quadrupole coupling constant e2Qq/h = 1.51  0.01 MHz, AN = [1.2,1.2,2.4]  0.1 MHz,
(α1,β1,γ1) = (85°,62°,85°)  5°, (α2,β2,γ2) = (35°,45°,0°)  5°. The 14N-Cu2+ distance estimated
based on point dipolar approximation is ~2.5 Å, which is comparable to the 14N-Cu2+ distance in
cp1 (~2.4 Å). Poorer quality fits were obtained of only one component was assumed at these four
magnetic fields. These simulations are shown in Figures 4-7 and 4-8.
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Figure 4-6. The experimental (black solid line) and simulated (red dotted line) three pulse

ESEEM time domain data and spectra of the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex at external magnetic
field 3369 G (a and b), 3189 G (c and d), 3116 G (e and f), and 3050 G (g and h).
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Figure 4-7. The experimental (black solid line) and simulated (red dotted line) three pulse

ESEEM time domain data and spectra of the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex at external magnetic
field 3369 G (a and b), 3189 G (c and d), 3116 G (e and f), and 3050 G (g and h). In the
simulation only signal from cp1 is included.
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Figure 4-8. The experimental (black solid line) and simulated (red dotted line) three pulse

ESEEM time domain data and spectra of the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex at external magnetic
field 3369 G (a and b), 3189 G (c and d), 3116 G (e and f), and 3050 G (g and h). In the
simulation only signal from cp2 is included.
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Based on W-band ENDOR results, the solvent exchangeable protons that provide the H2
signal could originate from the axially coordinated water (Wa) molecule(s). Using the
anisotropic hyperfine coupling constant Tdip (2.8 MHz) of H2 and point dipolar approximation,34
the distance between Cu2+ and this proton is ~3.0 Å. Since in both components the interaction
between Cu2+ and remote 14N of H114 is strong (distances are ~2.4 Å and ~ 2.5 Å, respectively),
the proton from remote

14

N (N), which is also a solvent exchangeable proton, is close to the

Cu2+ center (~3.3 Å) and can also provide hyperfine interactions that are close to the H2 signal.
Therefore, we cannot unambiguously prove the existence of axially coordinated water
molecule(s) in these two Cu2+ components.
Based on ESEEM results, the principal values of the hyperfine tensor in the two
components are close and the distance between the remote 14N of H114 and the Cu2+ center of
cp2 is similar to cp1. However, the relative orientation between the PAS of the hyperfine A
tensor and g-tensor in the two components are different. This orientational difference strongly
affects the X-band ESEEM signals. Figure 4-9 shows that when we interchange the Euler angles,
which describe the orientation between hyperfine tensor and g-tensor, in the two components, the
simulated ESEEM spectra show a large deviation from the experimental data.
Taken together, the ESEEM results provide evidence that the Cu2+-H114 coordination is
similar in the two Cu2+ complexes, since the distance between the Cu2+ and the remote N atom of
the H114 imidazole ring is similar. Remarkably, the remote
strong interaction with the Cu2+ center.156
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14

N of H114 shows a relatively

Figure 4-9. The experimental (black solid line) and simulated (red dotted line) three pulse

ESEEM time domain data and spectra of the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex at external magnetic
field 3369 G (a and b), 3189 G (c and d), 3116 G (e and f), 3050 G (g and h) and 2810 G (i and j).
In the simulation we interchange the two sets of Euler angles, which describe the orientation
between the hyperfine tensor and g-tensor in the two components.
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4.4

CONCLUSION

The Cu2+-binding site in the EcoRI-DNA has been examined by pulsed ESR experiments
at W- and X-band. The W-band ENDOR spectra provide evidence for the existence of
equatorially coordinated water molecules. Based on the X-band ESEEM spectra, the Cu2+-H114
coordination is similar in the two components. Meanwhile, the solvent exchangeable signal of
H2 from the W-band ENDOR experiments could originate either from the axially coordinated
water molecules or the proton from remote 14N of histidine imidazole.
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5.0

SENSITIVE COPPER-COPPER DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS IN A PROTEINDNA COMPLEX BY DOUBLE-QUANTUM COHERENCE ESR

This work, written in collaboration with Sharon Ruthstein, Preeti Mehta, Linda Jen-Jacobson,
Sunil Saxena, has been published in J. Phys. Chem. B, 2013. Reprinted with permission from
JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY B, 2013, 117, 6227-6230. Copyright (2013) American
Chemical Society. Author contributions: S. S. designed research. S. R. performed DQC
experiments; P. M. performed the sample preparation; S. R., M. J. and S. S. analyzed data; S. R.,
M. J., L. J.-J. and S. S. wrote the paper.

5.1

INTRODUCTION

Herein, we demonstrate a simple way to measure paramagnetic metal ion based
nanoscale distances in proteins. The advent of Double Electron Electron Resonance (DEER)40,44
and Double Quantum Coherence (DQC)45,157 methods that measure nanometer range interspin
distances have had a profound impact on the application of ESR in biological research.13,158-164
Most of these distance measurements are based on the methanethiolsulfonate nitroxide spinlabel, which is chemically attached to the cysteine residue in proteins.53 The extension of DEER
and DQC distance measurements to paramagnetic metal ions can potentially generalize the
technique to many proteins that contain endogenous metal ion binding sites. However, DEER
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and DQC with metal ions as spin probe are challenging because of large ESR spectral width and
low signal to noise ratio (SNR). Nevertheless, our group49,81 and others76-79,86,89,91,92,96,165,166 have
made tangible progress. In principle DQC can have a high SNR per shot. This provides impetus
for further research of DQC. On the other hand, the DQC signal has substantial contributions
from electron-nuclear interactions between the electron spin and neighboring 14N as well as 1H
nuclear spins that are present in the amino-acid coordination environment. These nuclear
modulation25 effects swamp the modulation due to the electron-electron dipolar (EED)
interactions and make it difficult to measure the interspin distance.
EcoRI is a 62 kDa homodimeric protein110,167 that recognizes and binds to the 5’GAATTC-3’ DNA sequence with high specificity,114,115,117 even in the absence of metal
cofactors. In the presence of Mg2+, EcoRI catalyzes cleavage of both DNA strands at this site.
When Mg2+ is replaced by other metal ions the cleavage rates decrease according to the series
Mg2+ ≈ Mn2+ > Co2+>> Zn2+ >> Cd2+ > Ni2+.117 Interestingly, Cu2+ is a powerful inhibitor of
EcoRI catalysis.7 In order to shed light on the molecular mechanism of catalytic inhibition by
Cu2+, we have recently exploited DEER based distance measurements to determine that Cu2+
binds to His114 in each subunit of EcoRI,7 at points 13 Å from the Mg2+ positions in the
catalytic sites. The positions of the His114 sidechains are consequently altered, and the resulting
disruption of critical protein-DNA interactions and water molecules in the catalytic centers leads
to inhibition of catalysis.7
In this work we present a simple way to minimize the low frequency nuclear peaks in the
DQC spectrum and resolve the dipolar interaction between two paramagnetic probes Cu2+ with
high sensitivity in the complex of restriction endonuclease EcoRI with its cognate DNA.
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5.2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Enzyme expression and purification: The EcoRI protein was expressed from a maltose-

binding protein-EcoRI (MBP-EcoRI) fusion construct. Details for generation of the fusion gene
and expression of the fusion protein are given in supporting information for reference.7 The
complete EcoRI protein without extra amino acids was isolated, purified, and characterized as
described in reference.148
Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA sample preparation: A solution of EcoRI (5 M) in the presence of fivefold

molar excess of TCGCGAATTCGCG was exchanged into 30 mM N-ethylmorpholine (NEM)
buffer, which contains 0.3 M NH4Cl, 10% dioxane, 30% deuterated glycerol (d8), 65% D2O (pH
8.0) and concentrated. The final concentrations of EcoRI and DNA were 380 M and 1.5 mM,
respectively. Isotopically enriched
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CuCl2 (Cambridge Isotope Labs, Inc) was added at a 4:1

molar ratio (Cu2+ : protein dimer). The sample was stored at -80°C and flash-frozen before each
ESR experiment.
Electron Spin Resonance Spectroscopy: All of the pulsed ESR experiments were performed on

a Bruker Elexsys 580 spectrometer at 20 K, with a MD5 resonator. The six-pulse DQC-ESR was
using a π/2-tp+dt-π–tp+dt-π/2-t1-π-t1-π/2-t2-π-echo sequence. A 64 step phase cycle was carried
out to select the correct coherence pathway and the DQC-echo after the sixth pulse was
integrated.48,49 The π/2 pulse and π pulse lengths were 8 ns (or 12 ns, 16 ns and 20 ns) and 16 ns
(or 24 ns, 32 ns and 40 ns), respectively. The interval tp was incremented from 80 ns with a
stepsize of 8 ns, for a total of 360 points. The interval t1 was 80 ns and t2 was 200 ns. The shot
repetition time was 5 ms and all the DQC time domain data were averaged for 24 scans. Each
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DQC experiment was done at 3350 G where the maximum echo signal was observed. Details of
the DEER experiment are given in supporting information and reference.7
Simulation of DQC signal after division: To analyze the DQC data, simulations were carried

out in MATLAB using the density matrix evolution theory. The Hamiltonian (equation 1) used
includes the electron Zeeman interaction of each Cu2+ center, and the dipolar interaction between
the two Cu2+ centers (D tensor).


ˆ   Sˆ   Sˆ  DSˆ Sˆ

0
1 z1
2 z2
z1 z 2

(5-1)

The orientation of one of the dipolar frame to PAS1 was defined by (1,1,0) Euler angles. The
orientation of one axial symmetric (PAS1) to another (PAS2) was defined by (0, 2,0) Euler
angles. All frames were rotated back to the lab frame by (,).
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(5-4)

The Hamiltonian can be written as:

 a11 a12 a13   S1x 
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(5-5)

Taking into account the high field approximation:


ˆ   Sˆ   Sˆ  DSˆ Sˆ  a B S  b B S  c S S

0
1 z1
2 z2
z1 z 2
33 0 z1
33 0 z 2
33 z1 z 2
Then:
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(5-6)
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The four energy values are:
a33 B0 b33 B0 c33
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2
2
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a B b B c
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2
2
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2
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4
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The time evolution of the spin density, Σ, is described by:
d (t)
?, ]
 i[
0
dt

(5-9)

where Σ0 is the spin density at t=0.

0 



0

1
0

 0 0

0

0 0 0
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(5-10)

The signal, V(t) is given by:

V (t )  Tr[(t ) S  ]
0
1
S  
1

0

(5-11)

1 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1

1 1 0

? t ) exp(i
? t)
(t)  exp(i
0

(5-12)
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The spin density during the 6-pulses DQC experiment is calculated using the following equation:
(t)  R 0 R1
R  Rt2 R6 p Rt 2 R5 p Rt1 R4 p Rt1 R3 p Rt p t R2 p Rt p t R1 p
R1  (Rt2 R6 p Rt 2 R5 p Rt1 R4 p Rt1 R3 p Rt p t R2 p Rt p t R1 p )1

(5-13)

Where Rt represents the evolution of the spin density during the evolution time t between two
pulses. And Rp is the evolution of the spin density during the pulse.
During the evoluation time :
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During the pulse, H is given by:
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H, are not diagonalized. The diagonalized matrice is defined as M. Ea, Eb, Ec, and Ed are the
eigenvalues of H,.
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Since there is a need to transform the pulse frame into the frame of H0, equation 13 is rewritten
as:
 ( t )  R  0 R 1
R  Rt 2 M 1R6 p Rt 2 M 1 R5 p Rt1 M 1 R4 p Rt1 M 1 R3 p Rt p  t M 1R2 p Rt p  t M 1 R1 p

(5-17)

The simulation finds the best-fit for r, r, the Euler angles (1,1,2) and the distribution of
angles. The signal is integrated over  and . The phase cycle for this experiment was taking into
account as well in the calculations. The best fit was obtained with a mean Cu2+-Cu2+ distance of
3.5 nm and a standard deviation of 0.1 nm, (1,1,2)=(90°,0°,30°).

5.3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5-1 shows the Cu2+-DQC data obtained at the g position of the Cu2+ ESR absorption
spectrum. The lengths of the π pulse were 16 ns (black solid line) and 40 ns (grey solid line),
respectively (all the DQC data collected by Dr. S. Ruthstein).
The two spectra in Figure 5-1b with different length of π pulse clearly contain peaks that
can be attributed to the

14

N-nuclear modulations in the 0-5 MHz region49 as well as the 1H-

nuclear peaks at ~14 MHz. For the purpose of nanoscale distance measurements the 0-5 MHz
14

N-nuclear peaks are particularly problematic, since the EED interaction is in this region.
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Figure 5-1. The experimental Cu2+-DQC (a) time domain signals and (b) spectra of the EcoRI-

DNA complex, measured at two different π pulse lengths: π=16 ns (black solid line) and π=40 ns
(grey solid line). The signal to noise ratios for the two traces with π=16 ns and π=40 ns are ~133
and ~120, respectively. The inset present the X-ray structure of the EcoRI-DNA complex: the
grey color structure represents EcoRI, and the yellow color structure represents DNA; the orange
balls represent Cu2+ ions. The protein and DNA structures are from a highly refined version110,167
of the protein data bank entry 1CKQ. The DNA sequence is TCGCGAATTCGCG.
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Interestingly, the intensity of the peak at ~1.46 MHz in the DQC spectrum (Figure 5-1b)
with 40 ns  pulse is much lower compared to the spectrum with 16 ns  pulse. With shorter π
pulse, e. g., 16 ns, the spectral excitation probability of the DQC EED interaction is about 0.16.48
With the longer π pulse of 40 ns, the spectral excitation probability of the DQC EED interaction
is about 0.04.48 It is very clear that longer π pulse cannot substantially populate the double
quantum coherence of EED interaction. However, the nuclear hyperfine and quadrupole
transitions are weakly sensitive to the length of π pulse.25 This suggests that 1.46 MHz peak
might originate from the Cu2+-EED interaction.
Since the experimental DQC signal is a multiplication of the EED and the nuclear signals,
division of the π=16 ns DQC data by the π=40 ns DQC data may suppress the nuclear signals
and resolve the EED signal.48,49 Figure 5-2a shows the comparison of the DQC time domain data,
after dividing the π=16 ns signal by the π=40 ns signal (black solid line), with the DEER data
after subtraction of the homogeneous background (grey solid line).7 The modulation periods of
the two time domain traces are comparable. In this analysis, the DQC signal with 40 ns π pulse
was empirically chosen for division – the data with other choices are shown in the Appendix A.
The data acquisition time of DQC (including two traces) and DEER are ~50 hrs and ~43 hrs,
respectively. The data collection time in DQC can be reduced by implementation of on-board
phase cycling.
The DQC spectrum after division, shown in Figure 5-2b (black solid line), clearly
resolves the major peak at ~1.46 MHz, which is consistent with the DEER data (Figure 5-2b,
grey solid line). Nevertheless, the DQC spectrum is narrower than the DEER spectrum. In the
experimental DQC data, there might be some small residual peaks from electron-14N interactions
that occur at ~3 MHz.
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Figure 5-2 also shows the simulated DQC data (black dotted line). Based on the best
fitting of the DQC time domain data shown in Figure 5-2, we obtained a most probable Cu2+Cu2+ distance of ~35 Å with a standard deviation of 1 Å (Figure 5-2b, black solid line inset).
This result is consistent with our observation from DEER experiments (Figure 5-2b, red dotted
line inset). The simulated DQC spectrum is in accord with the dominant peak obtained in the
experiment, although the DQC data is narrower.7 It is likely that in DQC a narrower range of
orientations is selected because the microwave pulses have a finite coverage. Despite this, the
signal to noise ratio per shot in DQC is high (cf. figure caption in Figure 5-2 and Appendix A).
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Figure 5-2. The comparison of the Cu2+-DEER data (grey solid line) with the experimental

(black solid line) Cu2+-DQC data. The simulated DQC trace is shown as a black dotted line. (a)
The time traces are shown. The DQC time domain data is obtained by division of a π=16 ns
signal by a π=40 ns signal. The high frequency component in the DQC data is from proton
hyperfine interaction and is not noise. The signal to noise ratio for DEER and DQC were 66 and
61, respectively – details are provided in the Appendix B. The number of averages for DEER and
DQC were 5760 and 1536, respectively. (b) The DEER and DQC spectra are shown and the
distance distribution functions are provided in the inset. The distance distribution functions from
DEER (red dotted line) and DQC (black solid line) were obtained from fitting of the
experimental time domain data.
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5.4

CONCLUSIONS

We have clearly shown here that metal ion based nanometer range distance can be
measured by DQC. DEER has a significant advantage due to the ease of implementation on
commercial instrument. Nevertheless, the DQC data have high SNR per shot. Further
improvements can be made by the use of narrower pulse lengths48 and by understanding the role
of orientational effects in such DQC measurements.81,168
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6.0

SUMMARY

The type II restriction endonuclease EcoRI is of great interest as a model system because it
exhibits an extremely high specificity in DNA binding and catalysis. In this thesis, the
paramagnetic metal ion Cu2+ is used as a spin probe to understand the cleavage of DNA by
EcoRI.
First, we found a hitherto unknown metal ion binding site in this protein-DNA complex.
X-band ESR results established that Cu2+ ions coordinate to H114 in EcoRI rather than the active
site. This result was confirmed by measuring the binding affinity of Cu2+ in wild type and
H114Y mutant EcoRI. The different binding site of Cu2+ versus the natural cofactor Mg2+
explains why Cu2+ does not catalyze DNA cleavage by EcoRI. MD simulations show that the
Cu2+-H114 coordination causes the movement of the H114 side chain. We proposed that this
structural change disrupts a critical protein-DNA interaction that is essential for catalysis and
leads to inhibition of Mg2+-dependent cleavage.
We also proposed an electrostatic basis for the positive cooperativity of Mg2+ association
with the EcoRI–DNA complex. The two Mg2+ binding sites are approximately 20 Å apart in the
EcoRI-DNA complex. The positive cooperativity between these two sites is not obvious based
on purely structural considerations. We applied MD simulations as well as electrostatic potential
calculations to show that binding of Mg2+ at one catalytic site makes the surface electrostatic
potential in the distal catalytic site more negative, which enhances the binding of the second
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Mg2+. This positive cooperativity helps double-strand cuts of foreign DNA by EcoRI. These
observations provide insight into the structural and electrostatic factors that affect site-specificity
catalysis by this class of endonucleases.
Second, we refined the Cu2+-coordination in the EcoRI-DNA complex by using W-band
ENDOR and X-band ESEEM experiments. The W-band ENDOR spectra provide direct evidence
for the existence of equatorially coordinated water molecules. Based on the X-band ESEEM
experiments at different magnetic fields, we identified a similar interaction between the Cu2+
center and H114 in the two components.
Lastly, we developed a simple method to measure the Cu2+-Cu2+ distance in the EcoRIDNA complex by Double Quantum Coherence (DQC) spectroscopy. The method can easily
reduce the contribution of unwanted nuclear hyperfine and quadrupole interactions and resolve
the desired electron-electron dipolar interactions. The results provide impetus for further
development and application of paramagnetic metal ion-based DQC distance measurements.
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APPENDIX A

The choice of the π-pulse length in DQC experiment: Figure A1 presents the DQC data for the

Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex with various π pulse lengths and the corresponding spectra. The
intensity of the peak at 1.46 MHz is decreasing with the increase of pulse length. However, the
nuclear effects with different π pulse are still intense. Thus, in principle, division between two
DQC signals with different π pulse lengths can result in decreasing the contribution of the
nuclear interaction modulations and showing only the electron electron dipolar interaction
components. This is presented in Figure A2 for the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex. When the
difference of the π pulse length in the two data for division is larger, the 0-5 MHz

14

N nuclear

frequncy peaks are better suppressed after division and the dipolar peaks are more emphasized,
as expected. However, the nuclear modulations from protons do increase, since the longer pulselength cannot effectively excite these transitions and therefore they are not cancelled upon
division.
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Figure A-1. DQC signals of the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex at various  pulse length and the

corresponding spectra.
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Figure A-2. DQC signals of the Cu2+-EcoRI-DNA complex after dividing the signal of π=16 ns

by other signals with different π pulse lengths and the corresponding spectra.
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Signal to noise ratio (SNR) calculation of DQC and DEER signals: The SNR was calculated

by the ratio between the amplitude of the 1.46 MHz peak and the r.m.s.d. fluctuation in baseline
regions in the spectra.
For DQC spectrum after division (without the 20 MHz filtering), the intensity of the
n

peak at ~1.46 MHz is 0.2074, and the r.m.s.d. (

 ( x  x ) 2 / n ) fluctuation in the baseline
i 1

region (from ~30 MHz to ~62 MHz) is 0.0034 (Figure S2A). The SNR of DQC signal equals to
0.2074/0.0034 = 61. The number of scans is 24, and the number of phase cycle steps is 64. The
total number of averages is 24  64 = 1536.
For DEER spectrum, the intensity of the peak at ~1.46 MHz is 0.1674, and the r.m.s.d.
fluctuation in the baseline region (from ~5 MHz to ~30 MHz) is 0.0025 (Figure S2B). The SNR
of DEER signal equals to 0.1674/0.0025 = 66. The number of scans is 720. Each scan was
averaged by adding traces at four different τ1 values (SI, part E). And the number of phase cycle
steps is 2. The total number of averages is 720  4  2 = 5760. Taking into account the square
root of number of averages (SNR  square root of number of averages), SNR(per shot,
DQC)/SNR(per shot, DEER) = [61  (5760)1/2 ]/ [61  (1536)1/2 ] = 1.8.
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Figure A-3. (a) Spectrum of DQC signal without 20 MHz filtering. (b) Spectrum of DEER

signal.
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